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her kriladrir:Agaentedhalthal
Oiseasft Exists Among
Kentucky Cattle.
State Veteginarian Says
It Should Be Stamp-
ed Out.
The proolantstion issued by Lien. Lon
Bestrew et Mismeiri, Wednesday, @but-
ting eel sake from Enstisety busses
oi tha alieldillealteence of tubercalosis
Woolltillent. le calculated to cause a
Moro We to Kentenky bowlers of min
ears, says Ike Ornuier-Journal.
dov.Stenbeas is, however only adopt-
ing a preesessonary measure which is
new in exissence in many states Tu-
,. In exinenoe in almost
the state. It is a very
jaw denemea dimese and is very dangerousbah to Wale aad So persons consumingW Mee milk. • sandier eft Genie have
bees amisred killed this /prim" because
at lits lane& made by the disease, and
Dr. T. T. Itiseeman, the state veserina-
rian. said last night that the proclamo-
wales keeled by tie,. Beepeens would
met We Mate a great deal of money but
UM It would awaken the legislature to
deity. He mid the nen board of health
had asked lbs legtslatare to make an
apcseartalim for the eaprees purpose of
wull*. war ageism the dhows, sad he
11101.111 that a mon wenid be appropri-
able.' the awl esesies. Hs said that
S wind not lake a great dial of money
to Window the mule of the state if
ihe week were earrled on systeininical-
57. lene that is would be unesseary So
weft as experisooed mum to adminis-
ter the tebersolian
New Tort aad other states, mid Dr
lbeesemse, appropriated large sums of
moose wit year for the purpose of ex-
onaining cattle, sad that only $5.000
Vie oliprogriated by the stabs board of
lode all Om work. "Kentucky
a.I be boupted in other
1111•1111111011 they are properly and thou
is WOW ha Mose of tuberculosis
by a sempertent wit, and anti this is
dose. Obe Wee will eager," be said. Dr.
Blestelean said that he had ordered sin •
eeel cows killed this spring because of
the disease, sad be knew that it was
prevalent all ever Me Male.
OUI PIDOLERS' COffTEST.
La *id fiddlers' contest under the
anemias of the Masonic fraternity of
Trigg eitanty, will be given in Cadiz on
Wedeneday, July 4th. Everyboty cor-
dially hinted. Pr ogram will be Hen-
SUIT FOR
DIVORCE.
Tim following oak for divorce was fil-
ed Pride, afternoon:
The plotalelf. Swank Blaschke Ware.
siaMo thee or the 27th day of April.
OW she and the defendant, J. D. Ware,
were nailed in the bonds of matrimony
Olesiseken Cooney. Ky.. and due they
esaMmetSs koo Issiaahar as husband
and wide =SR elee Sileit (Lay of Jane,
MO; 'helm add day the defendant
abwitenidahis piebald and compelled
• lopo 10 bed and hoard and to re-
am ea the home of her soother in the
oftat Illopitineville, Ky. This while
dee tiered with the de/widest as hie wits
she sewage Sweated hini am an affection-
Me sod dutiful wido; sod that be abaft.
doom% hes and fined her So lest.
hod ki‘00011 wikbhat foals oa her pert;
Weeor the 19th der 01 Juno, MO, the
alikladeWS erenaglillM mad !ninety so
111101111.Mie plated. elf adultery with the
bk. W. K. V, the pastor of the
0101011111 '"actsl dna* Is ghastly
at nerawavis., Ky., at Whisk eltaseh
litit pinked! was Mem mid ie sow a
member; that said Marge or moms-
Sloe wee and le aksidately take and
Arabes* soy loandoeloa to fact sad
troth Ilhe Melee Met on mid WM day
* Jane 1100, she was at her home as-
wadies; se her domestic duties, sad that
the Key. W. K Piano who war the pu-
ller el bit chunk. is aforesaid. called to
use her alma a meek. perishes( to
Mao*affairs; sad that Me Ia,tSsd him
We Ma parlor room of her home and
was Mere eagaged in conversation with
Min ea thsrmaMere aforesaid; when and
is whisk teem the dedeadsat mitered
Me hoseenory sash soder she teatime*
at ialmmisatiag lispiore, mid without any
mama or moms, Mot and wounded We
said W. K. Piner in her presence sad In
She park room of said house. Sho
Metes Mat is the time and before said
eltemseinen she was denissinag WW1 I.
• /WPM Mid lodpillie masses sod Mat
Wows• liborlias ware Shea *lac
IMOD with her by the said Mawr mad
the efts. that nil am Oboe or said day
or's@ mirladatellso air plum bad any
INIgenpnWefelleart aller WNW between
mad W. K. Piper. She
Mese thall miewtelskaading her perfect
lied Isawillbe• imattesmoe at wren or Ins-
peeper sembeet. that the delowleine has
eraany, sad toe the wow at injuring
her goad imme and espalialan, willfully
sad madisedoesly Weed le Orme and
Minh, mimeos in Mid city, that ate
wee guilty at lewd aad lascivious con-
nese De sail geoancia, sad that be oils-
smeared her Is mob or attitude al said
Ike with siderenos le said Piste, es to
ladisoleSkis she bad been, or was then
and "hero Mont to be. guilty of an sce
at adoiory with ibis said Pinar. She
saialo sad ahotrwas shoo each sad all of
add ammonlinas sad charge. made by
NM &tendon were mad are albsoletely
fibs sad Iminsions. She says that the
said Bowe W. K. Plait, is a_ man of high
mord elssitooler sad a minimise of the
gospel in peed seanding in She Meth-
od.' eitaseh of which she plaintiff
is a tionalltor, sad had often visited her
basso he Ihe performance of hie mem-
* dogleg, Mid orliIly, or the iirsliaeioa
of herself sad kusbc2ad, ihs daltiodast,
and OW her said Mahood hod always
so he a Mood of the mid Pt-
▪ sad had sever manifested orMa-
imed to key mammy to her that he dis-
approved of the visas of said Phase at
Mu homes Whir as pastor or socially,
mid thisshe wee almeiniely lammed at
▪ laessaisto whams, atctrlac *Beim
Whew add heobaad by linvirims Me said
NOM Iniee lite parlor Mid empcing Is
with him or Ilialtirs that
wow peaty prow atm says that for
affectionate husband, but that for more I
than twelve months the defendant has
been frequently under the influence of
Intoxicating liquors and has for more ,r
than six months last past habitually be- I W°
hayed towards her in such cruel And in-
human manner as to indicate a settled
aversion to her or to destroy perma-
nently her peace and happiness.
She states that she has resided in this
county and state for one year next be•
fore the commenoement of this action
and that the wrongs herein complained
of occurred in this county and state
within five years next before the com-
mencement of this action
Par. 2 The plaintiff states that dur-
ing her marriage to defendant Chore war
born to them two children, vii: Robert
Fairleigh Ware, who was born April
2511i., len% and William Wallace Ware,
born October llth 1826, that both of
said children an young and of tender
years and need the dare sad attention
of a mother; and that the best iuserest
and future happiness and welfare of
said children require that she should
have the care, custody, nunit-e, educa-
tion and control of said chileren. She
states and charges that by reason of the
moral habits of the defendant, and she
bad leanings, exam inflicting,ple and  of
the defendant's life upon said children
he is not a Ili or proper person to have
the owe, custody and control of their
said children. She says that she has a
kind, intelligent and Christian mother
who owns a comfortable home in Hop-
kineville, Ky., which town is well pro-
vided with churches and good common
school facilities for the education of said
childree, and that her said mother is
possessed of other property and means
and that s. e is willing and animas to
furnish this plaintiff a home for 
herselfand children and any other assist nce in
her power to enable der to raise and ed•
um* maid etwildsen in a manner suitable
to their station in life. She says that
the detendant was twice married before
she inserted him and that he had sever.
at Mildew boot to him by his former
wine and while she has no complaint to
woke against the treatment she received
si the hands of her nepoobildren, she im
appreheasive and believes that owing
to the unfortunges circmostatoes
of the separationof plaintiff and defen-
dant that an usdue prejudice will be
moused la the minds and hearts of mid
Wickes against this plaintiff and &leo
avian her children by leaving them
With their father and that their happi-
ales will thee be materially 
affected.She altys Mat she Is well prepared to
ore for said children and 10 bring them
ap in proper moral courses and So pre-
pare theca for their proper nation in
life; and that she believes the beet in.
Serest and happiness of said children
will be promoted by giving them inn
her custody.
Par. 8. The plaintiff statet that the
defendant is the owner of valuable real
estate in the city of Hopkinsville, Ky.,
worth at least the sum of $10,000, and
that be also: has oonsidexable money
and personal property, the aggregate
value of which she plaintiff does not
know but that she is informed and be-
lieves that the defendant is worth in
money, real end personal property at
least the sum of $40,000
dhe states and sharges that the do-
fendant is a successful money-making
business man, and maker, large sums of
money annually, and that she has no
income of her own and owns but little
property in her own name. She stales
that she believes and now charges that
the defendant will fraudulently dispose
of his property in order to defeat plain-
tiffs claim for alimony union prevented
by one prongs of law; and that she
believes and charges that the defendant
will remove his property or a material
part of it out of the state, and that she
has good reeoon to suspect and does sus-
peat that the defendant will fraudio
tautly sell, convey or conceal his prop-
erty in order to defeat the judgment of
She court should one be rendered re-
quiring the defendantto pay alimon?
or diaintenenoe in this case for the sup
port of Went or children.
Wherefore she prays that she be
granted an absolute divert). from the
bonds of seetriantay now existing be-
tween honed sad the defendant and
that she be renewed to all the rights and
privileges of an anmarried woman; and
that she be granted alimony aod main-
tenareoe against the defendant; and
that a general attachment with garnish-
ments issue herein against the property
of defendant and for all proper and
equitable relief.
James C. Simile,
Breathitt & Yowler,
Hunter Wood & Son,
Atiorneys for Plaintiff
The MINA, of Fannie 8
Nano says this she believes the •
mints contained in the foregoing
Sias are true. This June 22nd, 1900.
Fes* Stoicoorree Went
Subscribed and sworn to before
by Fannie Slaughter Ware, this J
22nd, 1900. HUNTER WOOD, Jr
mininer for Christian Oionot
STATEMENT BY REV.
WALKER K. PHOI
Friday afternoon Dr. Pince gave
the following statement to Mr. J D.
Wakefield. of the (burin Journal staff,
who came here from Louisville to ob-
tain it
"Since your call this morning, I have
considered your request that I make a
sibienutat of the facts connected with
She recent attack on me made by Mr
I. D. Ware and his attempt to take my
KU. I wish to say that personally I
have bun aot only willing, but eager
to state in private or public, on oath or
otherwise. all the facts within my
knowledge touching this matter, and
but for the fact that I am the principal
witness against Mr. Ware for the pros-
soution now pending against him I
Would not have hesitated So do so long
so. I have made a fall statement of
She faces to some of my friends, :which
is party:41y satisfaceory So them, and
which I know will be perfectly satisfalh
tory Sit the public, so far as my wad
position is oonoerned. If there are sew.
sitters amongst my large circle of an
quintanoes in this state, who would he
Inclined to condemn me because no rein
son appears why I should be assaulted
and shot, I would ask them to be pa-
tient *sough to wait until I shall detail
She faces before the court. Acting up-
on the advice of my friends and against
my own inclination, I must decline to
make any statement for publication Gut
°opt this: The attack owe me by Mil
Ware was wholly unwarranted and I'M
provoked. If there wam.ever a shadow
of excuse for his enmity, I do not know
what it was. I always regarded him as
mak* friendly to me, had often been
Mulled tole partake of his ho.-
pliably and st•the very time of his as-
wilt appealed to him, but without
avail, to tell me the cease of his sudden
attack. I will my this, I had never
bad as unfriendly thought about him,
aor uttered an unfriendly word, nor
done an unfriendly act towards him.
Further than this you must excuse me
• from making any statement for publi-
cation."
ONLY
Enumerators
Completed
Have
Work.
Time Extended—Rain Pre-
vented Taking Of
Census.
This is the last week for taking the
census of Hopkinsville and Ohristian
county. Only two of the local 'enume-
rators have oomp:eted their work. In
the county districts, nearly all of th4
census takers are behind, and few will
be ready to tarn over their books next
Saturday,
The heavy rains have interf erred seri.
°wily with the enumeration, as there
have been only ten or twelve good days
this month. In the county this has
caused unavoidable setbacks. Mr.
Flack has received from Washington an
order authorizing him So extend time
for finishing the enumeration to those
who need it. Limit is not set, the cir-
cular simply stating, "reasonable time."
Director of Census Merriam has given
Out the following statement for the in-
formation of the public:
"A count of the population will be
made by color, by sex and by native or
foreign birth, which will consume pos-
sibly five or six months, Not until the
electric card punching machine oountem
have been made for every State city or
county oan the figures be given for pub-
lication. As fast as the figures are re-
ceived they will be plaint on the bulls.-
tin board."
Census estimates are making:their ap-
pearance. The first in the field, claim-
ed to be booed upon information gather-
ed from reliable sources respecting the
the progress of enumeration, is furnish-
ed by the Chicago Tribune, says the
American. Its summary oleos@ the
population of the United States, not in-
cluding Alaska, and the islands recent-
ly acquired, 71,984,742, an increase, if
the summary proves approximately w-
ren. in ten years of 18,8411,012 This in
crease, claimed to be about correct, is
larger than many estimates have made
the growth of population, for many
statisoians before :the .enumeration
was commenced placed the present pop-
ulation at about 75,000,000, some even
lees than its estimate. In the cities and
large towns the enumeration is about
complete and summary given is probab-
ly based on figures them obtained. But
it may result that the cities and towne
have increased their populations at the
expense of country diatricto and the it•
ual summing up may decrease the total
in the Tribune's summary. Even should
this incur, it now appears that the 86,-
000,000 mark will be poised.
.1Ih. 'X' C:10 lot X .4111. •
Dean the The Cod Yoe Hie Minn MIX
semen
GUBERNATORIAL CONVENTION,
The Kentucky Democratic guberna-
torial state convention will be held in
Lexington Thursday, July 19.
Monday, July 18, at 2 o'clock p. m,
county delegate conventions will be
held in every county in the state for
the purpose of selecting delegates to the
Democratic gubernatorial State conven-
tion to be held in Lexington Thursday,
July 19.
Saturday, July 14, at 2 o'clock p. m.,
precinct conventions will be held at
every voting plan in the state for the
purpose of selecting delegates to the
county delegate conventions to be held
Monday, July 18.
Every Demo/snit in Kentucky is urged
to remember he date of these precinct
and county conventions
WILL BE AN ATTENDANT.
Dr. E B. MoOormiek, the new super-
intendent of the Western Kentucky
Asylum for the Insane, has appointed
Linton Robey, an active and popular
young Democratic worker of McLean
county, to a position as attendant at the
asylum, and has directed him to report
for duty at once.
WILL BEGIN JILY I.
Dr J. W. Stephens, of this city, the
newly appointed second assistant phy-
sician at the Western Lunatic Asylum,
has received ble commission from Goy.
Beckham and will assume his duties on
July 1. Dr. Stephens spent Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week at Hop-
kinsville Fretting sequainted.—Elkton
Progress.
CASTOR IA
For Infants sad Children.
Tim Kled Yee Ilan Always Bougbt
Bears the
idinhatioe ot
A COURTHOUSE WEDDING,
From Friday', daily
About three o'clock yesterday after-
noon, Mr. W. B. Featherston and Miss
Berta Bohemia, a couple rending in
this county, at Kennedy, went to Doan-
ty Clerk Prowee's Ohoe and secured a
marriage license. County Judge Clans-
ler was called In to tie the nuptial knot,
which he did after the most apnnoved
fashion. They then left for their home
at Kennedy.
 411.1, 
HASN'T ACCEPTED.
W. G. Brenham, wbc was Tonally
appointed chief engine, at the Hopkins-
vile Asylum by Gov. Beckham has die
aided not to wept the position, as he
a
is
ability,
and hie friends are glad to know of his
goo4 luck —Earlington Bee.
has been offered a better place with
Inge southern firm. Mr. Bramham
a young man of good business
BLACK
Speaks In Interest Of His
Candidacy.
Knox County Man Favor-
ably Impresses Hop-
kinsville Democrats.
From Monday's daily
Judge James D. Black, of Knox coun-
t*, candidate for the Democratic nomi-
nation foe Goveruor of Kentucky, arriv-
ed in the oily last night. He spent most
of the morning mingling with the vot-
ers of Hopkinsville, on whom he has
made a tavorable impression. A New
ERA man met Judge Black in his rooms
at the Phoenix Hotel, where: he was
seeking a few moments' reeirfrem hand-
staJdng.
"This May first visit to your beauti-
ful city,"fleld he, "and I ant delighted
with the (meteor's treatment I have re-
ceived and at the evidences of thrift and
enterprise on all sides. I have entered
the race at the earnest solinitation of
=ley friend,. Certainly no one could
wens. me of being a chronic office-
seeker, and I am speaking the truth
when I say that I would much rather
come here and make two speeches for
any good Democrat than one for myself.
"I have koowu several of your towns-
moo well. Dr. Clardy and I carved to-
gether on the World's Fair commission
The only elective aloe I have ever held
we • seat in the Lower House of the
Gement Assembly of Kentucky."
Judi* Black slated that if he believed
his candidacy for Governor would im-
peril the chances of the Democratic par-
ty in November he would gladly quit
the race. -
He was not an original Goebel man.
His county instructed its delegates, one
of whom was Judge Black, for (Ma. P.
Was Hardin. %hen Sewn* Goebel
secured the nomination Judge Black
immediately gave him valuable sup
Pon.
The oandi4ele is about fifty years of
age, of slight but well-knit physique.
He has a finely shaped bead and clear,
intelligent blue eyes. He is a Mason of
prominence and wss formerly Grand
Master of Kebtuoky Masons
Judge Black will spend about ten
days in Western Kentucky. His spatt-
ing appointments follow: Madison-
ville, Jane 28; Henderson, Jane 27:
Morgaefield, June 28; Owensboro, June
39; Princeton, June 80; Oadis, June 30
(night) ; Murray, July 9; Paducah, July
2 (night); dolaylleld. Jule 8; Elkton,
July 4; Bowling Green, July 5; Frank-
lin, July 5 (night).
Judge Black is speaking at the court
house this afternoon. He was intro-
duced by Dr. John D. Clardy. A large
audience is hearing his address.
THAT THROMBUS° tilIADAOHE
Would quickly leave you if you used
Dr. King's New Life Pills. Thousands
of sufferers have proved their matchless
merit for sick snd nervous headaches.
They make pure blood and strong nerves
and build up your health. Easy to
take. Try them Only 25 cents.
Money back if not cured. Sold by
L. L. Elgin's, 0. K. Wyly's, R. C.
Haldwick'a, J 0. Cook's and Anderson
& Bowler's, drug stores.
BEE BUZZING&
Sena Short kiss From The Earliogiao
.
• lee's Last Issue.
Mtge Elielthethylotory. upon whom
an optiratioit for appendioitts we. por-
ting Meng ndidly and will be able
formItil lasZek in Evehavlile, get•
So beret ins short time.
—0—
Dr*Wilisits, of Morton's Gap. hes
retuned from Chicago, where be has
been taking a post-gradeale course in
mellitus. Dr. Williams is determined
to keep abreast of the limes.
—o—
,
Thil Drs. Ammerman, the popular os-
teopathists, who have held a large prac-
tice at Madisonville, left this week for
Lebanon, Tenn, to take up their prac-
tice where the state laws are more hos-
pitable.
—0—
OD Saturday evening Mr. W. U.
Earlington's popular jeweler,
a_ad 1Iis Mary itchreibuer, of Mt. Ver-
non, ked , were united in marriage.
—0—
Marion McCord has been very
Ow qir oovenal days, but seems to be
improving.
4 LOWER TAX RATE.
State Taxes Reduced Five Cents From
Last Year's Rate.
Mafia° doubt not generally known
that there is a reduction of five oents in
the state tax this year, a reduction from
62L1 nets on the $100 to 47 1, cents.
When the legislature wu called in
epeeist session in 11397, an act was
passed, and signed by the governor on
May 8, raising the taxes from 42 tit cents
to 524 cents on each $100 of taxable
property. It provided that the 521
cents ahould be collected for three years
when It should become 471, cents. The
tax wee oolleotod at the 51.1 1, cent rate
for 1897, 1898 and 1899, and the 47 1,
rate goes into effect this year.
Sheriff Barnes has recteived notice
from Auditor Ooulter that the rate ,in
be only 4710 mints, but ham not yet cer-
tified the amount of state texas to the
counties, though he says he hopes to be
able to do so this week.
MANY MEET DEATH
IN FLAMES AND FLOOD
[Special to New Zoe
ATLANTA, Ga., June 26—Party.
one peatengen and trainmen were kill-
ad late Saturday night in a wreck on the;
Mums oh of the Southern railway,
near slough, Ga. The train roe
 _
into a washout, and of all those on
board 0000 escaped death except those I
in the sleeping oar. Not a trainman
escaped. The wreceage caught fire and.
many of the unfortunates were burned
1) death. On the.Ohicago and North-
western road yesterday six persons were
killed, one is missing and thirty-five
were injured The train was heavily
loaded with excursionists and oollided
with a freight train five mine South of
Green Bay, Wig
TARVIN ANNOUNCES
For The Democratic Nom-
ination For Governor.
[Special to Nsw ERA.[
00VINCITON, Ky ,June 26.—Judge
James P Tarviu announced himself to-
day a candidate for the Democratic
nomination for Governor.
He is one of the best known Demo-
orate in the state and Priniettat of the
Ohio Valley Bimetallic League
WILL CLERK AT CERULEAN.
Bragg Hopson, a well known young
man whose whose home is at ()onion,
Trigg county, has been employed to
clerk at the Cerulean Springs hotel dur-
ing the approaching sawn.
rz, AN. MI Cls NIL X . S. ,
Bean Um The Lim The It. A ellgif
*petals
ef 144(
DEATH OF MR. P O. JONES.
Yrom ldaturday's daily.
Mr. P G. Jones, a prominent Trigg
county canteen, died last night at his
home in Cadiz after a long illness. He
wee over eighty years of age. His wife
and wend children by a former mar-
riage survive him. Be was formerly an
inspector of the Hopkinsville tobacco
market. He was an uncle of Mr T. M
Jones of Shim city.
WHEAT CROP.
The Kentucky Millers' Association at
Lexington received reports regarding
the present wheat orop. The reports
from every notion of this State are
good, but from other States there ap
pairs to be a shortage. Farmers in
many parts of the Stets are calculating
on 15 bushel so the acre, while in other
portions where the rain and fly have
damaged the crop, a little less than an
average yield is expected.
CALL HAS BEEN ISSUED.
Middle-Of•Road Populists To Nominate a
Caodidate For Governor.
w. B. Bridgeport, chairman of the
faction of thePopulist party inKentucky
known as the Middle-of- the-Road ens,
has called a stata convention to be held
in Louisville on August 1 to nominate a
candidate for Governor The Middle-
of-the-Roaders have deserted she organ-
ization which recently held a national
convention at Sioux Falls and have
nailed out for themselves.
C:7 .ast. IS "Z• e=0 RI AI..
&WI tell Ms lid tot HIM Min Mgt
eirastar•
It4t
APPLICANTS WERE NUMEROUS.
Examinations For Certificates To Teach
Is Colored Schools.
The county examinations of colored
applicants for county (*ninnies was
held Saturday at the colored public
schools in this city. There were forty-
eight applicants. The usual eleven
subjects were given. The papers have
not yet been graded.
PAPERS HAVE BEEN MARKED.
One Fourth Of The Applicants Failed To
Pass.
The result of the examination of ap•
plenum for certificates to teach in the
white common schools was made known
today. The examination was held June
15 and 18 and twenty-four persona took
it. Three first-class certificates, fift-en
seoond-class, and two third-olase cent
ones will be leaned. There wera six
failures.
WATTS REWARDED.
W. H. Watts, of Owensboro, colored
Democratic speaker who took a some
what prominent part in the last guber•
mitosis' campaign, has han his services
recognized by Gov. Beckham, says the
Louisville Times. He has been ap-
pointed by Dr E B. McCormick, the
new superintendent of the Hopkins-
villa asylum, as attendant in tbe col-
ored ward
FEDERAL VETERAN DEAD.
---
Jno. W Powell Passed Away Saturday
Night.
John W. Powell, an aged and respect-
ed citizen, died Saturday evening at his
home on Jesup Avenue, after long ill-
ness. He was over seventy years of age
Mr. Powell was a brave soldier in the
Federal army during the war between
the States, and received • pension.
LONGEST DAYS.
The longest days of the year are with
us now. Laat Thursday, June 21, is the
longest day of the sewn, and from lest
Friday each day decreases in length a
few minutes
It is time of the summer eolsttoe and
the sun new shines vertically on the
Trot*, Of Oanoer. Hs now apparently
Omni, Meth toward the equator and
Will reach it September 22, when the
days and nights will again be equal.
Gish & (tanner's Wild Goose Lint
went mires rholimatima and neuralgia
TOUCHES THE SPOT. At druggists
NARROW
Escape From A Horrible
Death.
hiss Dulin Wins Suit--
Large City Court
Docket.
Mr. George Lander, engineer at the
Hopkinsville Steam Laundry, had a
narrow e•cape from death Saturday af
ternoon. While leaning over a wring-
er, his sleeve became entangled in the
shaft. By struggling desperately he
succeeded in preventing his body from
being drawn into the machinery, where
he would have been crushed to death.
Every shred of clothing on the upper
part of his body war torn off and the
skin was scraped from his shoulders.
BREACH OF PROMISE SUIT.
---
Jury Gives Miss Mary E. Dunn KOOS
Damages.
The jury in the breech of promise
suit of Min Mary E. Dalin against
J. H. Spurlin returned a verdict Satur-
day. Miss Dulin was awarded $1 000
damages. Some of the testimony Intro-
duced was of a spicy character The
defense this morning entered a motion
for a new trial.
• -
CITY COURT SENTENCES.
— --
Judge Campbell Doses Out The Lam Ti
Several Offenders.
From Monday', daily.
The following fines were assessed in
the oily court today;
Abraham Baer, breach of the pesos,
$*50
Charles Jackson, same, $2 50.
Nalb Baer, fast driving, $10.
Gene Baxter, loitering, thirty days.
Gene Baxter, unlawfully solloiling
baggage. ib
Thurso Barbee, same, $1,
Charles Williams, gaming, $310 '
Henry .Williams, same, $90.
Willis Payne, same, $20
LIEUT. BULLARO.ZESIONS.
Accepts Lucrative Position At Cardenas,
Cuba.
A Frankfort dispatch in Sunday's
Cornier-Journal gays:
"Lieut. Gan° Bullard, of Oompany
D, Third Kentucky regiment, at Hop-
Hopkinsville, filed his resignation with
Assistant Adjt Gen, David R. Murray.
today. Bullard is to leave the state.
The resignation was accepted and the
company directed to bold an election on
Jane 30 to fill the vacancy."
Lieut. Bullard has accepted a flatter-
ing offer from a large sugar company in
Cardeoas, Cube Mr. Frank Pattie is
with the same company.
THEIR SILVER WEDDING.
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. Nat
Gaither celebrated the twenty-fifth an-
niversary of their marriage, and despite
the very inclement weather a large
number of friends assembled to congrat-
ulate the popular couple on their happy
married life and to wish them many
joyous returns of the occasion. A great
many handsome presents were received
by Mr. and Mrs. Gaither, Refreshments
consisting of nasonable delicacies were
served. All present spent a most pleas-
ant evening.
1
Spring
Chickens
are in good demand;and
we will pay the highest
market price
In Cash.
Hustle them in quick.
:--W. T.—.
oopc
& COMPANY.
WHOLESALE G
lo RETAIL rocers.
Blood Imbles
As the blood contains all the elements neceemery to sustain life, it is impor-tant that it be kept free of all impurities, or it becomes a source of disease,poisoning instead of nourishing the body, and loss of health is sure to follow.Some poiaons enter the blood from without, through the skin by absorption, orinoculation; others from within, as when waste products accumulate in the
system and ferment, allowing disease to develop and be taken into the
circulation. While all blood troubles 
germ.
eone common origin, each has some
Peculiarity to distinguish it from the other. Contagious Blood Poison, Scrofula,Cancer, Rheumatism, Eczema and other blood diseases can be distinguieb•W by
a certain sore, ulcer, eruption or inflammation appearing on the skin. Every blooddisease shows sooner or later on the outside and on the weakest part of the body, or where it lads the Meet resistance.Many mistake the sore or outward sign for the real disease, and impt a cure by the use of salves, liniments sad otherexternal applications. Valuable time is lost and no permanent benefit derived from mesh nutmeat.
nently eradicated 
-- the blood reinforced, purified and cleansed, or de disease goes sod saps the very life. biereary,
11000 rnousats RICOVINE 1111000 REMEDIES! theE must be completely and perm.
potash and arsenic, the treatment usually proscribed in den class of diseases, are • ems whom mhos la omalldoses—never cure, but do much harm by adding another poison to the already diseased Woe&S. S. S., Nature's own rowdy, glade of roan and herbs, alhatike the disease inthe blood, antidotes and forces out all isopuritins, ineke, mesh,_'a Mood siik. strungand healthy, and at the mme time builds up am general Wad& 1. 11. IL is the onlypurely vegetable blood miller know, and the only one Mme.. math deeponatedblood troubles. A recoil of so years of sucendul cures proves it to be • reliable,
unfailing specific for all blood and skin troubles.
Fr es Aletiloal Tpossesssedst. — Our Medical Department is in charge ofskilled physicians, who have made blood and akin diseases a life study, so if you haveContagions Blood Poison, Canna-, Scrofula, Rheumatism, Eczema, an Old Sore or Lien,or any similar blood trouble, write them fully for advice about your case. All correspondence is conducted in strictest confi-dence. We make no charge for this service. Book an blood and skin diseases free. SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.,
• Cancer,
Sorofulti,
• Old Sores,
Rheumatism,
Contagious
Wood Poison,
Chronic Ulcers.
N11111/11M117MT
[SUMMER GOODS.
 13
Fine Buggies, Phaetons,
Traps & Surries.
SIBERIA Refrigerators,
Lawn Swings,
Settees, Hammocks. Ice
Goods of all kinds.
ICE CREAM Freezers,
White Mountain, Wonder and Artie. Bought in
gross lots; sold under the market.
FLY SCREENS,
Just an even car load of these. We are bound to sell them
this season. Odd sizes made to order.
Tents and Awnings,
Made of best quality of Duck.
GOLF GOODS,
Orders for these goods will have prompt attention
BICYCLES,
Are popular again this season. The most propelled makeis E. C. Steam's Yellow Fellow. Sold cash or
on installment either. Easy payments.
A CALL IS SOLICITED.
Forbes 3; Bro.
. Hopkinsville, Kentucky.
DR. THOMAS W. GARDINER
Will Return To Madisonville To Resume
Practice.
The people of Madisonville will be
unified to know that Dr. T. W. Gardi•
tier will return to Madisonville after he
retiree from the superintendency of the
Hopkinsville asylum next week and re-
sume his residence and the practice of
medicine here.
It was announced recently that he had
some notion of locating out west and
the idea of losing him and his excellent
wife caused general regret.
Dr. Gardiner will surrender the asy-
lum management to Dr McCormick, of
Owensboro, the new superintendent,
July 1st, and will immediately return
to this place.
The Hustler has heretofore taken oc-
casion to compliment Dr. Gardiner on
the admirable management of the say-
lam. He has shown tine administrative
capacity and has kept the institution
free from all suggestions of scandal,
which are rather too common at these
places under inefficient managemeut —
Madisonville Hustler.
HER MIND GAVE WAY
Under The Strain Of Poverty And Deser-
tion Of Her Husband.
"'Mrs. AliCe Lewis was tried in the cir-
cuit court Thursday on a lunacy writ,
adjudged insane and Deputy Sheriff 01-
lie Haynes and Jesse Hart will take her
to the Hopkinsville asylum today. She
is thirty-nine years of age and has six
children. The evidence showed that
her mental troubles are due to privation,
destitution and lack of nourishment.
Her husband ills saidthas made no pro-
vision for her or her children, and their
condition is pitiable. Be deserted them
a week or more age, and her mind gave
way under the strain of poverty and de-
sertion. The children will be sent to
the minty poor farm today.- Owens-
boro Messenger.
FOURTH OF JULY EXCURSION RATES.
On July 2nd, 3rd and 4th the Illirois
Central R. R , will sell round trip tick-
ets to any point on it's line, on or south
of the Ohio river, at rate of one and One
third fare. Ticket& limited to July 7th
for return.
I Cot., .sith and Main S.
virammii
Gent's
Furnishing!
UNDERWEAR,
TIES, COLLARS,
CUFFS, GLOVES,
HALF HOSE,
SUSPENDERS,
It is time of year to Change. Remember
it takes but little "change" to buy an entire
outfit in our store.
SHOE WEAR
Long Wear Footwear!
Shoes of Style!
Shoes of Extla Quality!
Prices Right! and as
Cheap as Can Be!
Beautiful new line of Oxfords. •Every-
thing you and your family want. Positive
guarantee with every pair.
The
RICHARDS
Company.
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l'HE NEW ERA
-PU BUSH arcps-g
ler era Natio' raiiish'g Co
MINTER WOOS, Feetadesi.
11.0111111b-New Era Building, Seventh
sew Maim. lispidni.1e, Ky.
1111.00 A YEAR.:
Hoselesd at Um posioillee Is Reetuarnits
es seseest-eiess mail reesser
Friday, June 29, 1900.
- ADVERTISING SATES:-
One Soh. ase0 tosersies. I 1 M
one taide.,theaseatit.  Ste
9se limb. three gamine  GOO
=MON pliarir".  ISO,
  000
rams may Os bad by applies-
Iratirstag meet be ram tor In
adverusemease will be
tesertod without apes-
be sharged fur until ordered
illhenalialailitr Marriages &ad
Hum, mid soitol silla
.1== =thee of
seamless saMes" nye mate pit=
r
e."11111
maw Aslant& Ossetitanos
N T T
Tri-11 /NW York Tribune ..111
Spieled raise with say maigaidas
rer lielreglaor in Lao United :Wares
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COUNT DISBCTOR Y.
Orente-Flest Monday in June
sail Ns* Monday in February and Bap-
esisher.
Quasnistm Oomm-Enoond Moodays
in Jaamw. Agrili__July sad Ostobw.
Plettai.Oower-alraTseastay Is Ap41
eladsOcether.
UMW? Ocione-Slintlimaday is every
asseek.
DEMOCRATIC TICKET.
Omigtese. Maw& diarist,
MOW. MIMRYlp. ALLEN.
Blho Ildllgase army must he mg-
Wang lansass. bass's ompsated
&wee& or a Ned of samptessising pa-
pas for sandy a west. Get a novo es.
begot
oklie disambes toll so that • Ger-
ms Aaturkes has aseemposa in rob
Om Pears anpleal of seem of ise herd
essed gal They des's say wbillase
be Was pieta thief sr a British parish
N the illesIbas 'Mee ha to he dls •
fraschised because *dr voting serenglk
does sot Gems up so the quota for their
panset Ossuremses. why Masa Need
seine like Nevada, Rhode Island sad
elms he purloined to reeds altogether
aliptoperldesata representatioa boa in
Illa &era and is dm Beane P TIMM
Ihlh
Bobs hes mot areas Se Leaden lo
hone Ids hams wady for him es Ilep-
Usher I. sad the Benin esedade Sae
he taqpailla la Hai OHS war by Ohm We
neon that Boner oleo ma snore Most
• eureala dieser. ONE* alight mosthe
ash MI& generals have sot boss
• sesseeffel as WOMB Wald°.
The esavarens at Me Weans Fed-
amain et 'damaged et Wm Western
Laker sates rasa* is eandes as Dee-
ms adepeed nedalless strongly de
eseaciag Bgessesberg. in Idaho,
iclion Is the Omar d'Abow
Iseshie mod anis( the nein at the
Sae retme ts sapper, Ida or say
ses who mad& him. The labor an-
lare randslasse also donne* President
MelLbeley, Genera Mariam and others
who am held ruipeanbla for the hard-
- modesid by doe Idaho salsas and
deemed Sat Ille president -either win-
dmill& the Weeps trona Shoeless away
esses the liberty el the sables le he
reassed."
CONTRACT I'41 1-.
IN amass SS NS IIIIINt at 1110111011$
sealna isheren pouring hdo abs
Thaleed NNW has allreceed the ales-
MS lbe invernasost. whisk has is-
asnalies Sae about WOO an Wag
Mama k Iv soy et MINS Clehmelth
wadi hi medlar the deadens et ear
Itheids the Minh the governing
Mash have diary apes whieh Obey
elle workbag. and Sall theory is nee
hard spat the blow le Assort/as in-
,• US is bleed epos almost arena
taws thst these adesede are Wag In-
wingasted  see the giganda Weiss.
A NSW meek 0 the emir, is being
snob ee Imre where these Jape are M
Walt Onspiolon rum all the way trait
Ilallleadard Oil Oanapeny's mines la
or tWAlese es Oinsegie's new
Med Sew* that en at
Oen big WES wills a full
somplasest Of Japanese sad
muse prodigess ausadal in 
path ese that will do iscalealelle
hewn lb. Repabdose cause.
The easelies is essious enough to inset-
tr Pseeldest Glasnost* in calling the m-
esas et the public te it. He says,
epeeidag of She Japans,: "They ars
waft Ian this country is droves. Is
Is peaty seer time soseedsbmg was dose
ha lids maw, se the Int Meg you
Maim Thelly got dee idea thee It he
01010r. wonid be a Fast
OEM hasp a horse without %ors
ao ha reduced the horee's load a
every day. Delcatemeen
ly just as the empatiment
=ma t.. .1dOwcsir.st
ale& Farmer H.
sense says Farmer TWA,
was a fool. hat there an
people as mach worse
than old Tloitty' as It is more foolish to
=Ark =bosom' body under starvatios
your horse's, But everyfrataar has plenty to eat. Yes, but it
hal whet is eaten, it is what nourish-
ment is obtained from food that decides
the gmetios of starvation. It wouldn't
do the fanner any good to run • stack at
wheat threogh a threshing machine
which was so out of gear that it didn't
set of owe head of wheat isEths•d=jest the way wids the die
stomach,. It doesn't get the
good eat of the food thet is eaten.
There is se meads, will so 'kitty
eth on the Orgasm Of digestion sad ant
Ins. put the stomach to perfect
side" as Dr. Pierce's Golden
Discovery. It makes wms
WM sod sish blood, and puts the body
as • plass of paled health.
lamellae he dmie r walteseelleseles sad
hietng timer eiliployed map
set midi ny ease."
seam etErreiyir Month Sprint
°Int Twa rem"
D1•400**7 sea
•pr.sekease isigrairest the mut. I
Dr. Piereefs limesal Pellets keep tin
Wirth basalsy.
,
knew yea will be °vans with temp
Japans/0 labor, which will supplant
you as the Oldness anesapesd to do."
Things are amine to a peony pees un-
der the Repeellosa regime et the treats,
sad * nag set be gong bie far to my
Mal a easeisoadme at the McKinley ad-
edslelesnes will leave very little far
the ithaeriotta laborer except a misera-
ble existence.
NOW'S TINS?
We tear On Hundred Dollars Re-
wind tar Om et OsSarrik Mat on-
set le ant I. Hall's Ostamt Ours.
011•11Y lk 00.,
Teledo.Pr710.
Wes the usaledgisell, See known F.
J. Ones far Ike pea 16 years, sad be-
hove him pestecely hosorahle • 1 ba-
rna, bresseaselesse sad able
4, eases out say obliganns made by
than hos.
Wier Tium.a, Wholesale
Toledo, 0. WOWING, Knrsaapr int-
vm, Wheaten Druggists, Whew 0,
Bars osont (hue is takes latessal-
kr. sodas already upon the Mood sad
aeons esetsees a the system. Pries
76o re and. Bold by all druggists.
Teenoestals tres.
Ball's Family PUY an Shebat.
15 sheaki nee he fawns that Rath-
bees owed his Oshas plan la servlose
readers" in Mark Hansa Is aohasehlag
Site Olde Isidentere. Yet, eller mak-
ing meek appetalmeale, President Me
Kialey hopes to be esonerated for the
logical consequences, Me thievery SAM
followed.
A WORD TO WOMEN.
Lay dok woman is invited to mann
by letter WWI Dr. R. V. Plane. chief
ooesulling Ordain at the lavelld's
Han and Borgieal leateese. Buffs*
N. Y . Is as salve preallos of more
thaa thirty year., sesiaed by a nal' of
sossely a soars of amoolate physicians,
Dr. Piero* has treated and oared over
half a million women. All dieesess pe-
nnies, to woman ate treated with an-
• Thin othealfation by later ie ab-
sonsesty fres. Keay lease Is Sneed ao
ariody panel mod sacredly assaskie
UAL Aomori am seakel geespely
lag the bee cd stedisal advise. Alt an
▪ am east Is phda arrebses har-
k* as Sem se pawing in ano
Write withos6 fess sad wfthese hoe so
Dr. R. V. Pierce. Beffsio, N. Y.
110611:10/4 WPM= TO NANO.
T be Farmer Cbdeleie Consty Bey May
Die Os andleld.
Frees Tuesday's Salty.
• divest* from doriagEell T eon
ways :
At IS o'oloskaseorday mewing Jadge
Taylor overruled She menus for a now
laid la the ease et Wm. Merriam for
themardee et W. D thaw, amasses-
aired 0 he Imaged as Awns 10. The
retake of Me jury nes "Orsill, or law.
far lath. ens degree with nagltating
eiressasesheas." *Wag theisipessalll•
tty is the Gone Is NOW mudslissest
sr life hagansamest The Jed,* held
610 Ms did sa cieserase mtgileallag
strossameesh As appeal to the Bs-
pram Once was payed for and grain-
ed.
Ha for many years hese sass like this
dated nab widespreed sad asthma)
iseersot. Al an solely hoar Ms iseraiag
the lows began ailing up and by 10 o'-
*look the erathosse was peeked as it
BAKING POWDER LAW.
The ineerpreestios by Food commis-
Eimer Jens of ehe general food law
which noceses Means at July let,
will he le nada lbe sale ot  She shuts
balm powders which heretofore bare
been offered to usenspealag Gessamen.
Alum la food has hoes
agate sod @gala. lael wheel, MS-
tied Beams Beata Ommallese *Mk op
the mthjeot, °Mooting She *aim of
scenes& physiologist@ thsessIleal
onnery wise had.. persona in
She qualms. sad that
Mem bads, powlees he psoldhl$0 by
law.
Mists will sin he Se Ira Nano eo
masa the Man powders, ithesuri
dandy has a liser sager whisk the male
Weenress at ohm powders an being
lassoessest It hake es though the a-
ss Iallsary *DR hen es men farther
with
THE ORSON incrtsies.
Abed $il Cheered Per Belbei Camp By
Tbe Eetertehmest.
roma Tuesday% Imam.
Mae Gibson Phnom@ et Bethel
mole Oates* lea eight were a assasem
he* tam an arliedo sad Gamedal petal
paha of Mew. The man was espec-
ially geed. The miss el Mks Frankel,
Mho Desablas, Mips Hargraves mad
Mrs. Wastesgart was very mon op-
prodeeed. Mrs. Waleson hal a yam
of are swoons's. Mr. Fellaosena'a
violin sons were nods Then
who Such pert is abs $1011110 wise: 
Madames 1100seds sad Tom
Long; Mime Mary Mee. HMO R08-
'414 Haan* Brats, flosbey. Nell
Donlan sad Heeds Long; Masers.
Alfred IL Nokia, Oliflos Lose. Dixon
Kitoben, Will Trios, Will Hopper, A
B. Anderson, Tom Underwood, H. Vie-
gi4 Richards, Wallace Kelly, Obaa. K.
Mesehere, Jades George Oaraphell, Dr.
0. EL Toady. Dr. trait sad Ms. Boyd.
About $110 was Gloated. After & stall
debt of the Alumnae Boollli le ale-
discharged, the balsa of WNW
will be used in fteenithiegi magic
kall at Um oollsge.
SOLD FOR 819.
The less crop meld piss ed a hogs
head of 6obaceo was heti= 0 Plan-
Sirs warehouse esday ids*
lot of four belosiglag Oh
Robert's& mid for 519. The
hosoheads sold for $17.75, $16 mid $14 -
76. reopeadvely, making an average of
1116.17% for the lot of four. The tobso-
ce was seisooth, red Woodford county
leaf -Louisville Ti....
CHRISTIAN CITIZENSHIP.
ins
'6A Onladen Onisenebtel ellentes"
will be held at the Ninth Aria
Man shards is 10 o'clock on the morn-
ing of July SO, under the ampices of
"The Smith KentsegyObristian Preach
en' Mestiag," which will then be in
Haden it this plows. Good, short
epesone, appropriate scriptures and
prayers and moonset singing of patri-
otic songs will be the Items of the meet-
ing's program. The mansion of she
Prosaism' Na•Mag extend a very cor-
dial be a NM people of the
tows sal =Ws who may lad It coo-
1u1 see ilisieebie Se tle ee, be seeded
•Si). NMI*.
DEATH
Claims Mr. James licClure
Meri wet her.
From Thursday" daily.
Mr. James Mother* Mesiwether died
Wednesday morning at ten o'clock al
his home, "Woodstock," near Trenton
He was one of the beet known planter,.
and most influential men in this region,
and had many relatives and friends in
Ohnstiau county. By marriage be was
closely asonected with the Bell, Wood,
and Quarles familtift. 4
• disorder of the stomach contra:tem
while in Louisville several weeks ago
*Needing the reunion of Oonfederthe
Veterans caused his death.
He woe a gallant Southern soldier In
the war bitterest) the states, and a mem-
ber of the Forbes Bivouac of Olarksville.
The members of that camp attended his
funeral to a body. He was a useful
Ulises" a true and loyal friend, and no
man in Todd ooanty was held in higher
011teetn by all Manse of people. His
family relations were of a most beauti-
ful charserner. His wife, who was a
daughter of the late Richard Barker,and
three children survive him.
Mr. Meriwether was fitly • tour years
of age. He owned one of the best farms
in Ibis tholion a the state, and his
borne was Doted foe its hospitality. He
was an enthusiastic member of the
Christian 0ounty Hunting Club.
Funeral Services mere held this if.
ternoon al $ o'clock at Meriville, three
mile. f Gathrie, and woe largely at
tended.
ADMITTED TO THE BAR.
James A. McKanic, Jr., Will Practice
Law.
Prism Thursday" daily.
James A. MoKensie, Jr., son of Hon.
James A. McKenzie, former minister to
Peru, Was admitted to the Hopkins-
ville bar din, morning, His certificate
of quallfinrtion from the Boyle circuit
court was presented by Judge Ohs. H
Bosh. Mr. McKenzie was lately grad-
uated as valedictorian of his class from
the law department of ()entre Oollege
-es-
A THOUSAND TONGUSS
Oould not express the rapture of An-
nie E Springer, of 1126 Howard street,
Philadelphia, Pa., when she found chat
Dr. King's New Discovery for °on-
gumption had completely cured her of a
hacking cough that for many years bed
made life a burden. All other remedies
and doctors could give her no help, but
she says of this Royal Oure-"it armee
ed the pain io my chest and I can now
sleep eonodly, something I can scarcely
remember doing before. I feel like
sounding its praises throughout the ant.
verse." So will everyone else who trio*
Dr. King's New Discovery for any Iron
hie of the Throat °hest and Lungs
Price 60 cents and $1.00 per bottle.
Trial bottle free at L. L Elgin's, 0. K
Wyly's, R. 0. Hardwick's, J. 0 Oook
and Anderson & Fowler's drug storm.
FATE
Of Foreign rlinisteri Is
Unknown.
(0ablegram to New Era.)
1.4./N DON, Nng ,Jane 28-The relief
force of 2,300 men sent from Tier, Tsin
has joined Vice Admiral Seymour,
whose ooluorn has lost heavily.
Many of his soldiers are wounded,
vino a great deal of sick ems exists.
The foreign ministers, lately at Pekin,
were not with Saymour's forms, and
their fate is unknown.
The greatest antiety Is felt about them.
The ministers were ordered to leave
Pekin, but whether this was an sot of
war or whether it was became the Obi-
nese government cannot guarantee pro-
tection has not been ascertained
Disturbances in Southern °bine are
growing The missioueries are flocking
to the seaport.
Altogether 13,000 Japanese troops
have landed in Obit's and the Interns
Slone' force now numbers nearly 20.000
The Ninth United States Infantry has
sailed from the Philippines for (Thins.
Juan is preparing to send 20,000 more
troop*.
'Ohs W D. Marlowe, who has been
visiting the family of her father, Mr.
Allan M Want., returned this morning
to her home in Oolondo Springs.
MiIIh of Women
'cm Soap
tutclusively.
finT IONS of Women Use CUTICURA SOAP, exclusively;
'VI for preserving, purifying, and beautifying the skin, for cleans-
ing the scalp of crusts, sc.tles, and dandruff, and the ;topping
of falling hair, for softening, whitening, and soothing red, rough,
and sore hands, in the form of baths for annoying irritations,
inflammations, and chafings, or too free or offensive perspiration,
in the form of washes for ulcerative weaknesses, and many sanative
antiseptic purposes which readily suggest themselves to women
and mothers, and for all the purposes of the toilet, bath, and
nursery. No amount of persuasion can, induce those who have
once used it to use any other, especially for preserving and •
fcyiuniufie .skin, scalp, and hair of infants and children. TI-
SOAP combines cklicate emollient properties derived from
CUTICURA, the great skin cure, with the purest of clea.nsing
ingredients and the most refreshing of flower odors. No other
medicated soap ever compounded is to be compared with it for
tr=ving, purifying, and beautifying the skin, scalp, hair, and  No other foreign or domestic toilet soap, however expen-
sive, is to be compared with it for all the pummes of the
bath, and nursery. Thus. it combines OM SOAP at 0
PRICE, viz., -FIVE CENTS, the BEST skin andeom-
ple.xion soap, the BEST toilet and BEST baby soap in the world.
Cuticura 511Plefe Extern' std !sternal Trutsot for Everl Howloometing or Coricom BoAr (25c ). to &maw taw of crusts SY
The Set, 81.25 matte and soften the thickened cuticle, CoetOrrea OtsernitlerSatkto instantly allay inflammation, sad irritettea. sad ladle
heal, and CUTICURA 101101-V1NT (Ilk'.), 1.0 co .1 Wad chew* the blood. A Siesta diry Is oflal
Sotholoot to °ere the severest humor when all else falls. Parris DiaUsi Ana Cann. 0011111., Slit
rms., Boston. gas. "All about the Wan, and Hair," free.
ARREST
Of Ores Oolden..Suvect,
In Knox County.
( SP= aL TO II Ti sa A I
FRANKFORT, June 28 -00. Beck.
hem refuses to state whether or not he
will mil an extra session of the legis-
lature
It is reported today that Geo. John B.
Oastleinan her tendered his resignation
as A, jntant General of Ku Suety.
Gram Golden, charged with nomPlic-
icy in the Goebel murder, was arrested
today bear Barb( urville.
INDSAY IN NEW YORK.
Senator Liedsey bag been in New
York f IKALle days making his arrange-
meats to locate there He says he per
poses taking an settee part iu the busi-
ness of the law m of which he is te
become the heal
A TIBIA.
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&BAD MN.
Bowling Orem, Ms. OW at Mt+
To Dr. Z. W. Hall, SC Loa* Ale-Desr
Sir: We lion bees selling paw Tans
Wooster, Hall's Orme Meaner', for
two jean, sad rensamsend It Is say one
suffering with any kideey Seenhlo att
beteg the best reseed/ we /1111111 eget
PURN1144. 06,111.
Yostlo nape,sold
...41 5rAM
MADE 411JAIISAK.
Andrew J. °lark was Teeming op •
pointed guard*. 0 his Ingtaer, Peed
J Olark, and tarnished bead M.
liteethaw as surety
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WINCHESTER_
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Our Enlargement. .5 •
Our business has grown to snob an W-
end thal we are forced to have snore
some and daring the month of August
we will tear out the beck end of oar
pressed building sad tide thirty feet,
giving es about 2.600 square feet of floor
two ad4ition to our already 8,000-
making a total of 10,500 square feet st
ADM apace-more than doable the ahle
of say other store in Hopkinseille.
We feel that we have a right to u-
prose a IRON pride bemuse of the noose-
Sly of making this enlargement in our
byname quarters, in as much us it has
been brought about by our friends and
poems@ sad is not the result of any
spatial sagacity or shrewdnese on our
part. We have done nothing that could
nee have been done by any one. Tbe
plainest, simplest business limes have
always barn followed-and they can be
Sold in a few words, "Buy good reliable
goods siCcheap as possible-sell as many
tut possible and sell them at as smoll a
profit as possible." Thai's the whole
secret and is all we have done-our
patrons have done the "Rest." We are
glad our business has always had a good
steady growth from the first month 12
years ago till the present ; -instated et el.
rapid mushroom growth, that might
have dwindled away as quickly ma it
grew. Each year of growth in our bus-
hiest has been an twenties to do better
for our patrons daring the wining year
sad today we are selling goods st a
timelier margin of profit than ever be-
fore ethos we began business It is no
longer the individual sale that we look
to, for our profits at people who do a
small business are forced to do; but its
the volume that we figure on In a
sisal) business you are forced to figure
the profit on each snit or pair of shoes
and a good one, too, or else the expenses
will eat up everything In a large bedt-
imes the profit is figured on the amount
et the yew'. beanies and the individual
sale I. lost sight of and consequently
mold at a much loss profit than if it were
resting upon itself alone.
Take a very smell business for an ex-
ample and you can see die point very
plaialy. Suppose you go into a thus
Wore BRIO in Mae to buy aspen. of shoes
-the proprietor perhaps has had no
other customer during the day and when
he shows you a pair of rho* he figures
that his Jays rent is $1 00, his taxes are
Sac, his lights are 25o, and hit living is
$3 00 and so on and he feels JUSTIFIED
in asking at lams 75o to a $1 00 profit on
a54 50 shoe, and HE IS-in foot if he
did not, he would not lest long,
pow take the large truisms- say
$100,00(0 yearly sales-that business is
figured like this-10% on $100,000 is tea
thousand dollars-enough to satisly any
man. Now take this $2 60 shoe and fig-
ure to% on it and you find it is 25c as
against 75e or a $1 00 as in the case of
the small store. The large store has an•
other great advantage over the smell
store and that is in its baying power.
There is no use arguing the fact-quan-
tity makes the price in most Instances
and orpecially is this true in buying
shoes. The Merchant who ma go threat
to the tertiaries and buy in large quan-
tities and have his shoes made can not
only have better material put • in them
but can save 10% to 15'1,, in the price.
It's a good rule to follow wherever you
may happen to be and want to make a
purchase, "enquire what store doer the
largest business and go right there and
in nine times eat of ten you'll get the
beet bargains. People ain't fools when
it comas to spending their own money
and if you find the majority trading at
any One place you may depend on it
they are doing so because they are get-
ting better bargain* there,than they can
get *nowhere.
No mat ter what shape you may get
pair of Dutch** Trousers in, they fit
perfectly, and you can't twist yourself
enough in a pair of them Is them to rip1
one of their reams ov "bust" off a but.,
Son. If you do, you know where Xi
owns loot a dims for every button
Sad dater for every rip.
ID?1
Begins TUESDAY, JULY 3rd, and Runs Till August 10thl
Our growing business demands more room, and we will expand our building by adding thirty feet to its depth. Be-
fore the work begins we must reduce our stock to the lowest possible point. Cut-Price logic is the only argument we
know of that will do the w ork quickly.
JILIWform  Cut of" PER  CENT.
on r entire stock will be given to begin with. Besides this, we give below a Bargain List, showing cuts of 25 per cent,
33* r cent, and in many instances more than 60 per cent. Please read this list carefully and have confidence in it,-it
contains facts and figures that we will back up to the letter.
Mite Great Bargain LOIs of Ma's and Boys' Suits.
Lot 1-Choicc for $5
10 men's finest Imported worsted Frock Ooats and Vests-in neat
gray cheeks and in plain colors-original prices $12 50 to $17 50
16 men's round and square Sack Suits-all wool Twill Otusimeres-
plain gray-original price $7 60
9 men's all wool Brown Oheviot square ant sack suits-original
price $1000
85 young men's fine Sank Suits -sizes 14 to 19 years-Oserimeres
and Wontecie-plain Blues and Blacks and fancy checks and
stripes-origiusi prices $750 to $1250
48 men's Sack Suits-1 and 2 of a kind-all grades and materials
and c3lore-original prices $10 00 to $12 50
Lot 2-Choice for $750
8 men's fine Worsted Sack Suits-light check-original price $15 00
10 men's all wool "High Art" Striped Oleviot Seek Suits-original
prim $12 50
7 men's light gray Sall aril Pepper Cheviot, all wool-original
price $15 00
19 men's D B. check Outsmart price $12 50
8 men's dark Oxford Cheviot Suits
--original price $10 100
11 men's flue blue Unfinished Serge Butts-original price $1500
65 men's Sacks and Frock Snits- all colors end materials-one
two suits of a kied-orignal prices $12 50 517
 60
25 young men's suits-14 to 19 years oid-orlightar- prices $12 50 to
$15 00
or
mimeo illIMMIthithinfl
WE FIT THE HARD-TO-FIT
eseeres seta ewe
•- T.140e.of le eats gm tat 111
3f.tu 1.. • rah fir nal III a vet ' in
001, W h ve tussle need .1 wove-
raIl • t ii• orl h men by bowleg
, eater s • o of (44 -leaped
ethitte *e have reocageht d for years
tbs trouble such meets haws Mb reeler,
(Amebas to St Ina sad wear.
 *OM 010
keep this menial Use for their moves-
team and our profit. Out Prime will he
mode on Mese goods the same as es
balsam of our stock.
During this sale very dale mew
will do you a very great serene,
Here are some figures, wince are
gereuely eines to paste gnaw
One doRar aimed ase et every lee is
the least you ompossibly do is this eats
-in many iastasces yue will ens two
dollars sad 's half oat of every sea and
now and then yea till save Seethe of
a ten.
Taking the market tresdieleme and the
small prolts we have bees roans es
during the pest eeSS0S, a gesesal nee
10% off of our market pekes new is
equal to a 26% out dude; any poet year
of our business Reasseffeer. oven se-
dole in oar stook will he sold a out
prim-the mealiest ma will be 10% and
many item will be sold at see-hossik
off, some at half price sad stem al then
lees than half
When you are sick yes go to an ex-
perienced doom,. Whom yos ere la
trouble you go to es segleriessel lawyer.
Lot 3 Choice for $10 00 141)6111° tbeeonypecLiindwilmiusigrePst°:811811".b.1.1.11"? 11111:1"111.1186Wal
286 men's and youths Sack and Frock Suits in
this lot and it contains some of the finest
suits in our stock. We don't mean that we
are offering any suit in our stock for $10 00
hut we do mean that in this lot there are
suits good enough 1,01d fine enough for a
Prince
-suits that have- been selling at $12-
50 to $17 60
Clothing.
Mena' Sack Suite-all wool Plaid
Osesimere in brown. and grays,
size 84 to 42 original prioe $5.00 $3.50cut to, 
Menu' all wool gray Oassimere Sack
Suits large sise only 40, 42 and $3.75
44 to-day's valuer 50 cut to 
Mena' fine Oassimere tan and gray
Neat Check Sack Suite, extra
wise 56 and 48 to-day's value $6.501110 00 cut to
Mans' fine Oasstmere Sack °oat*
and Vests-broken lots and bro
ken sizes, original value* $6 50 $4.50co 00 for
Men's finest "High Art" striped
Worsted Suits, in regulars and
long sod slim cuts, worth $15 00 $12.50to $17 50, eut to
Young men.' (14 to 19 years) °mei-
mere Suite, worth $4 to $5, out to 13.00
Young mens' fine Oassimere Suite, 
worth $600 to $7 00, not to ........$4.50
Young mens' finest Oassimere and
Worsted Suits, worth $i0 00 to $8.50to $1500 out to 
Young mens' heavy winter Omni-
mores and Worsteds (last sea-
sons goods) worth $12 50 out to $9.00
Young mens' Serge and Lustre sum-
mer coats in blacks and blues
and light shades, 14 to 90 years
. ............... At
Boys' Knee Pants Suite,
broken sizes 
Boys Knee Pants Suits, broken sizes.
worth $1 50, for ..
Boys Knee Pant. Suits, sizes 9, 10
and 11 years, worth gi 50 el vs 50,
Boys Knee Pants Suite, Osesimeres
and Worstods, worth $4 00 and
$460 
Half Price
50c
$1.00
$1.50
$2.50
Choice of our entire stock of Boys Aesi g
Knee Pants Suits, worth $5 to $7 60WiPs 1 4/
Boys Odd Knee Pants, sixes 4 to 14
years, original price 75o and $1, for .. 50c
Mena and boys "Duchess" odd pants 10‘1„ ff
Mem 0 Id Pante, assorted styles, left
out of broken suits, all grades
from a $1 00 to $600, on; from
254,, to 3311%
Mena Boll Dog Oottonade Pants, 45Cbeet made for ........ . .
Mons Ootton Worsted Pants, assort 50ced, worth 75 to $1 00, for ... • .
Furnishings.
()holm of our entire stook of Neck- 35cwear, worth 50 and 75o for
Oboloe of all 25o Neckwear for......I 8c
Choice of all Ladies' Nook wear 
 I 
fl
worth 26 and 50o, for. ..
Big lot of Men's fancy Half Hose I 8cworth S6o, for 
Big lot of Men'. Linen Oollare
(soiled)  
 I C
°bolo° of entire stook of Men's 
I 
flLinen Oollan, worth 15 30o, for.. 
°holes of Ouffs, worth 26c, for I Sc
20 dozen Men's fine Shirts white
and colored, soft and stiff bos-
oms, all els, worth 75 te 1 25 
. 60cfor .
Manhattan Shirts, worth 50 for $1.35
Main Street,
Boy's lathdried and unlaundriect
Shirt N "Mother's
Friend'' patent, worth .50 to 86c
for . .......... .
" " ""
Broken lots of Men's fine knit Un-
derwear (mostly drawers). As-
sorted else" worth 75e to 125
for . . ...... 
Scriven's Patent Elastic Seam
Bleath Drill Drawers. AU
sizeiJworth 75c for 
Men's unlined sample Driving and
Working gloves at L4 off
Men's fine satin plain and embroid-
ered Suspender", worth 50 to
1 00, for 
. .
Men's Boston Garton (silk web)
worth 25c for. 
Men's and Boy's Bicycle Leggin'
worth 30c, eut to 
Men's and Boy's Bicycle Leggin,
worth 50 and 75c. cut to 
Men's Balbrigean Undershirts and
Drawers, worth 16c for
Men's Uolaundried White Shirts,
pure linen bosom, good heavy
bleached bodies.double stitched
seems, all the new improve-
ments. Today's value 65c for 
25c
50c
45c
25c
18c
I Oc
 25c
I Oc
45c
Hats.
3 dozen Knox Derby" 2d grade
5 dozen Knox Derbys (black and
Entire stook at 1-4 off.
brown.) Samples Sizes 7-71,4
Samples, 7-74, black and brown
for..
worth 54 '6007  $2.00
3 dozen Roelofe black and brown
Derby. at half price.
4 dozen Young Bros black and
brown stiff bass (last sotson's
style) worth $8 00, for. ..
II &wen Young Bros. black and
brown stiff hats (this season's
style) worth $3 00, for 
10 dozen Men's black and brown
For Hats. Aiworted shape'
worth 76e to II 26, for
Anderson's hand made "Gold
Medal" For Hate, black and
drab Stetson's shapes. Best
has ever nisrlo for the mon.),
all sises, 644 to 7,, worth
$8.50, for 
Ohildren's Tam O'Shansers in
straw and cloth. Original
prices frOo to $1 25 for.
Men's latest style straw hats (Knox
make) worth $4.00 and $600
out so Half Prime.
$1.50
.$2.25
50c
$1.88
25.c
Miscellaneous Bargains.
Men's fine black Tricot liackin•
Seabee Sims 84 to 36. One- $2.50nal prioes $5 00 to $9 00, for 
Black and Tan initiation leather
• valises. All size" 14 toile in-
ches. Original prices 40o So
$1.00, Out to Half Price.
Leather Valise Strayer worth 25e,
for
Men's Olimax Onff Holders worth
10o for 
Bachelor Buttons worth 10c per box
Men's Plated Cuff Buttons, worth
500 for
Men's and Boy's Leather Belle
worth 26e to $1 25, cut to 1/4 off.
Men's fancy silk Vests worth $1 26
to $8 60, out to %-4 off.
Cheap °lotion Umbrellas worth 50o
out to 26c
Good Cotton Gloria Umbrella,
worth 76c, for  50c
Entire Stook of Umbrella, ... At 1-4 OFF
5c
Sc
bc
25c
Finest and beet Sole Leather fiutt
Oases, worth $0 60  $8.00
Good Imitation Leather Suit
Osses,worth 1 50 and g2 At 1-4 OFF
Hopkinsville, Ky.
4114 ;15W:''
- .
Alterelleas as their he* 10~1110-
oat MO whoa diesranseetilere. be
mode es a beading SOS 011541101111.1
IS). hernbie-den she 00116-110impio -
overran, eesis op es=
-nosbing to am& It
ends* moot Were thellIMOROD0 Mir
building beim we mash 1001 1111PONS
be wilting to make a eal1110/0/0,106.
floe. This is impossible bet we 11•*1
detiratined to do tbe neat hese thing as
It and that is sell ally, is.. The mest
noceedal means of en** a bag quer
usy et goods is a very deal tiagrh
thus inch, out price ans-lhe Niger
the out the faster the selleho, sod Orb
Is the plait er whey, ageolag in seems
our stook quickly.
A Note of Warning,.
Ivory person for the pest WO pease
has been talking adrhooed prime swell
it has gotten to be as old story and
people are getting tired at bearing It
In clothing and shoes tbe advent* ass
not been felt up 10 Ibis time. The larva
stooks in the hands at the theilltecenr-
en, thefjobbers, and the rend mer-
chants have kept she prices 4lown, but
lookout for this Meeks are
shoat all exhausted and we isms taw
to fees with the *Arouse is all Its
strength and unstebtitheas Weald
you believe us? it will he almost im,
porsible to buy • pan wonted salt of
clothes this fall at say palm The
manufacturers are potting melon tato
everything, and you will em sal* in
winter clothes at $16 and $1760 with
cotton in them. In view of them faces
don't you think 14 would he wise buy
your suit sew while pea Ilatat in a
out prim. We hens AMIN hileanal
winter sails len few& Mai 1010041100
will be offend ta Me in lag es6
prices.
Datottess Panes aro greelag in favor
e.', season- ono* a essethelw. stweys
cu-Sower in the rate on the Diliplesse
We bare on baud• over MO aff*N1of
Dutobeee pa (te oren's and beithanos!
they will be sold daring MN sake 111
per met disoose$ There gm mere
winter weights sang than eat it 
on knew wistA Instaseless einem
were hang asked for hese wheeer's
goods they mid boys)) ask wisest
Montag night seer, asa Sera awe bee.
mossy by delay N.
LAS
It has come; you have been waiting for a
GENUINE
BARGAIN SALE
There will be no disappointment about prices,
they will be lower than ever before.
SALE WILL BE SATURDAY, JUNE 30, MONDAY;
JULY 2 AND TUESDAY, JTLY 3.
following prices. If you do not find any •
thing to interest yJu call and see us, we will
have thousands of other bargains we
have no space to mention.
63c
For choice of our $2 00, 3 00
- .400 Ladies Shoes, sizes
to 34 only.
One-Half Price
On all our P. D and Dr.
loner's Corsets.
lot ladies' Corset Covers.
14:4 ladies' Night Gowns.
21c
or well made good fitting
maker Corsets.
10c
or 15 and 20c fine Hosiery,
k and. colors.
10c
Ladies' and Gents' hem-
-tched Handkerchiefs,beau-
• ul fine goods, worth 25
nd 35c.
lc
or all regular 1.0c Hosiery.
10c
or choice of Infants' Vests,
fine cotton and cassimere,
*ghtly soiled, worth 15 to
15c
or regular 25c WorkShirts.
dozen Balbriggan Under-
irter, plain or fancy, worth
29c
doz. Gents' Undershirts,
•n and fancy; slightly
led, sizes 38 and 40 only,
orth 50c.
15c
doz. fancy Suspenders,
orth 25c.
I9c
11 lot soiled Shirts, w'rth
to $1.00. Our stock is very large and
easy to selectfrom,in addition33c
$10.00
For Expert Sewing Machine,
worth 20.00.'
$1.90
For pick and choice of our
handsome Picture Frames,
hold picture 18x30, This is
a great drive--they're worth
2 50 to 3.50.
First come first served.
These goods will last but a
few- days. No charging. No
goods sent out on approval
and no goods allowed to be
returned.
n
Z2C
a yard for regular 5c Lawns
1
02C
a yard for small lot of 6c
Calicoes
5c
a yard for lot of Ginghams.
Percales and other cloths,
worth 8 to 10c
10c
a yard for all our fine Ba-
tistes, worth 15c
I2c
a yard for all our 15 and 18c
Dimities
White Goods.
In Linens, Nainsooks,
Cloths and Dimities.
regular prices are a
cheaper than you can
chase elsewhere. We
the following cuts:
4c
sc
8c
IQC
I2C
'SC
I9C
24C
Long
Our
great
pur-
offer
for sc qualities.8c
" ioc
if
di
id
124c
ISC
20C
2SC
3SC
it
.1
f t
Laces & Embroideries
to our already low prices we
doz assorted styles soft will take of! 25 per cent or
om Shirts, worth 50o. 1-4 off all purchases in thisdepartment.
andsna Ties worth 50c.
59c
doz. pretty Madras
nice8'hclean Softm
a, worth $1 00.
17c
hoice of 5 doz. Pipes, w'rth
25 to 50c.
9c
For choice of 500 Books,
orth 15 and tMc.
$1.90
or pick of our 2 50, 3.00
and 3.50 Lace Curtains.
orne splendid values in Net
nrtains.
Dress Goods.
Wool Goods from 15c to
1 50 per yard in this sale ; we
include all our fashionable
Greys, Crepons, etc
Sheetings & Domestics
at manufacturers prices—we
expect to lose the freight.
Carpets. -
22C for pretty Ingrain Goods
25C " " "w'rth 35C39c It soc
SIC " " all wool " 65c
isc " Rag Carpeting.
Matti ngs
For 9c, iic, 15c, 24c,
worth 121c, 15e, 20c, 35c.
oyal Dry Goods Co
OPP. OPERA HOUSE,
HOPKINSVILLE, KENTUCKY.
URGED
Harmony And United Ef-
fort Among Democrats.
Judge Black's Speech--
Sebree Petitioned--
Political Notes.
Filial TUN day's daily
The Hon. James D. 131a3k
of Barboursville, oaudidate for the
Demaeratio nomination for Governor
opened his canvass in this section uf the
State witb a speech delivered to a large
audience as. the oourthouse yesterday
afternoou. efts plea in behalf of a uni-
ted Democracy that would lead to vic-
tory and the redemptioan of the state
was strong and convincing, and his
speech has not only made him many
Mende to this oocinty, but it is believ-
ed that it will do much to heal the dis-
sensions of the past. In behalf of his
own nomination, he urged that he came
from the Repuolic.an stronghold, the
inountaios, and said that the nomina•
tion of a mountain risen would be worth
several thousaud votes to the Democra-
cy. He spoke of the Republicans steel-
ing the state in 1e96 as the party had
stolen the presidency in 187e, sod main
that if eleoted Goveruor he would favor
a fair and impartial election law that
would be approved by all honest p.ople
His speech was received with much fa-
vor by Democrata of all shades, and has
given him • strong following in Chris-
tian county. He went from here to
Guthrie, where he spoke last uigio, and
is in Madisonville today
The ladies in charge of the fun,1 be-
ing raised to erect • monument to the
memory of ilyv. Goebel contemplate
seeding a conunittee to Karaite City
during the time of th.u.National con-
vention to receive eubeiTriptions for the
fund.
A petition signed by over fifty Re-
publicans of Hopkinsville, calling upon
Hon, E U. Sabres, of Henderson, to
become a candidate for Oongrees in his
district, Las been presented to that gen•
tleman for his consideration
A movement is on foot among the
Democrats who favor the immediate
amendment of the present election law
of the State to get the State Oot vention,
when it assembles at Lexington on Ju-
ly 19 next, to adopt a resolution callirg
on Gov Beckham to convene tke Legis-
lature in extra session for the purpose
Jr la proposed that an extra session of
thirty days be held in September n.xt
in order that the law as amended may
be in operation at the November elec.
lion. The promoters of the epeeist
seseion ides say that it is in the inter-
mg of no special candidate for th go-
bernatorial nomination, but in order to
have the fall Election held under a law
MOTO satisfactory to the masses than is
the present law.
— —
The opinion of Mr Aaron Kohn pre-
pared for the Democratic State ()entre'
Oommittee to show that the law is
against holding an election this fall for
Governor is attracting much attention
in the State, especially among the law-
yen The opinion is concurred in by
his law partners, David W. Baird and
T. W. Spindle.
Mr Kohn said he has heard from a
large number of attorneys who agree
with him in the position he takes. The
expressions of some are, "Your position
is strongly taken " Others say, "Your
arguments are unanswerable"
Lawyers who thought the law con•
elusive for se election this fall have
come around to Mr. Kohn's views of the
matter —Louisville Times.
-
H. Morton K Youts says in a late
in eSetw: "I have found during the
lass weeks that many Democrats
over the State favor a return to the old
viva voce system of voting, and, in my
opinion it would be a wise move on the
part of the Legislature to .offer a con-
stitutional amendment doing away with
the Australian system. Young Demo-
crat, all over the State favor the old
system and a great many favor the old
August election, with 'ginger cake and
eider ' The present system of voting
has never been popular, and the sooner
it is done away with the better."
NEW MACHINE SHOP.
()all on Lewis Starling, oor Sth and
Clay streets, near L & N. depot, for
repairs on engines and all machinery.
Bost line of oils and engine supplies.
w2m jti
ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are authorized to announce
JUDGE JAMES D BLACK,
of Knox county, as a candidate for the
(Aloe of Governor of the State of Ken-
lucky, subject to the action of the Dem-
ocratic convention.
PROSPERITY
We Have a One Sided Ar-
rangement.
How Trusts And Com-
bines Affect The
Farmers.
There is not a single occupation,
business or profession to which is not
attached by the Republican organs the
label "Prosperity." Every individual
man knows better than the statistician
whether he is prosperous or not, and it
is useless to expect an aggregation of
individuals to loudly express thanks for
prosperity when they do not come up to
the label. The notion has been going
about that the farmers are efflicted with
'astounding prosperity," simply be-
cause priced) of farm produce have, in
the last two or three year., partly re-
covered from the low level they reached
in some previous years. Now the farm-
er ought to know, and the reoords of
mortgages in the various county clerk's
and recorders' offices demonstrate the
fact, that all these increased receipt,,
if anybody can show a bank account
demonstrating any increase, are Imo e
than absorbed by the increased price be
most pay for everything for which the
farmer exchanges his produce He
must pay tribute to the trust, and no
better illustration of the truth of this
can be made than in the case of the
American Steel Company. Six thou-
sand men were thrown out of employ-
ment because of the lack of demand for
Implements which the farmer could not
purchase because of their high price
It there was so much prosperity, why
could not the farmer afford to purchase
the necessary Implements? The fact is
that a heavy impost is laid upon nearly
everything the farmer needs in his
household in in his business, while the
prices of his own products are at the
mercy of speculators, combine*, cor-
ners, etc , etc. The farmer has to meet
the world's price in disposing of his
product, but he encounters a different
state of things when he comes to par-
lease for himself. The range of price
set up by the speculators Is artificial,
and what they gain in the speculative
market they pocket—what they lose
hey mercilessly force the farmer to
pay by an increase of prioes in manu-
factures This seeming prosperity will
be discovered the MOTO you look behind
It to be a myth, and although the mis-
fortunes of the rest of the earth have
enabled the farmer to dispose of more
of his products than formerly, still
there are combinations to be broken
down, trusts to be abolished and the
financial system eliminated before the
farmer can really say that a period of
prosperity has been inaugurated
How much of the enormous balance
of trade in our favor has reached the
farmer? Has he been enabled to re-
duce his mortgagee by payment of the
principal, or even to pay the interest in
full without securing an extension of
time? Are his wife and children better
dressed. is his farm in a more flourish-
ing condition, has he purchased any
new carpets, curtains, furniture for his
household? Is he enabled to employ
more help to relieve his aching bones
and those of his wife and children from
the arduous labor they continually cm
dergo to save their homes from the
maw of the mortgage?
We trow not and the proof of it is
that beyond the mere meant of exis-
tence, whatever he makes or earns
mast go into the ever expanding tax
mill which is grinding him into poverty
when he is not paying into the trusts
and combines.
HOT WEATHER and tender feet are
Iwo tough problems. We can't regulate
the weather but we can make you a pair
of light and easy shoes which will be a
plesoure to you.
JEFF MORRIS.
eitu&s,wtf. Over Ulark's
HIS LEG CUT OFF.
A Colored Boy Meets With Am Accideet
At Guthrie.
James White, the lb year-old son of
Dallas White, the well known colored
barber, had one of his legs cut off at
Guthrie at an early hour Sunday owni-
ng, says the Clarksville Courier. He
is reported to have died from the acci-
dent. He was beating his way on the
early morning train to Guthrie, from
which place he wanted to catch the ex-
cursion train to Evansville.
PLEASURE AND COMFORT can be
had by wearing our shop-made shoes If
you have never worn a pair you should
give an order at once.
JEFF MORRIS,
Over Mark's.
WORKING
Hard In Interest of The
Elks Fair.
Ready For Su ptions
Great AttractIon. Will
Be Engaged
The Executive Committee of the Hop
kinsville Elks Fair is hard at work ou
the preliminary details of the big gala
event. There are a thousand and one
things to be attended to that call for the
exercising of clear foresight and careful
()consideration.
lhe committee appointed to solicit
lands for the fair has begun work, and
every business man in the city will be
given an opportunity to contribute.
The merchants regard the fair with
favor. The street fair helped the city
last year, and the enterprise this salmon
will be on more advanoed lines and will
be of much more direct benefit to the
business men.
0apt. Lloyd W. Whitlow, the popular
proprietor of Hotel Latham, has headed
the subscnption list with $100
Many elaborate new features will be
added, and the great festive occasion
will be billed like a circus.
Thousands of colored posters, cards,
sheets, Imind bills and souvenirs wil: he
sent out. The designs for tivqie are
beautiful and striking. A radius of a
hur:dred miles of Hopkinsville will be
covered, and few cross-roads, fences,
tree boxes, barn doors or dead walls will
be overlooked
At least three big parades will be
given during the fair.
One will be the Elks' parade, *bother
the trades and industrial parade, and,
probably on the last day a floral
pageant.
One day will be known as Elks' Day,
and it promises to be a "hot time in the
old town" when it comes. 'The local
odge has been assured by al i the lodges
n the cities of this region that they will
be here to participate in the festivities
at that time. From Clarksville, Bow-
ing Green, Naseville, Henderson,
Owensboro, Paducah, Mayfield, Evans-
ville, and elsewhere, hundreds of the
antlered herd will come to Hopkinsville.
NO MORE CIGARETTE PICTURES.
Hereafter Packages Contaising Them
Will Be Seized By Uncle Sam.
An WA of congress, passed in Mai.eth
0197, prohibits the sale of toba000, ci-
gars or cigarettes in packages in which
are pictures. This act went into effect
last Friday.
Deputies from the collector's office
have been instructed Is keep an eye on
all manfactuters and cigar more., jind
o seize any packages containing plc-
urea. Packages which bear revenue
stamps prior to the date of June 1 will
not be touched. The law was to have
gone into effect last April, but fearing
that the manufactures had not grasped
the substance of the act, it operation
was deferred to June 1
-41111.
SENT UP FOR TWO VEARS.
The jury in the case of the common
wealth vs. Jack Wagoner,
charged with detaining " woman,
brought in a verdict of 
gni!t 
and fixed
his punishment at two years in the
penitentiary A motion for a new trial
was made
colored,
"S.
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Several Hundred
Yards of
Muslins and Dimities
Have Just
Been Opened. They
Are Beautiful
and Very Stylish, and
the Price is Only
10c
You Should SEE THEM,
the Quality is
Much Better Than the
Price Indicates.
GANT and SLAYDEN,
Leaders in Styles.
*E. •".•
ace
EffraWanna
THE PALACE0
The Latest in Summer Millinery. g
JUNE BARGAINS
FROM JUNE 4TH TO 23RD.
These goods are Pretty, Stylish, Up-to-Date. I can save
you 2bc oa every dollar spent. Call and see for yourself.
Fq MRS. ADA LAYNE. 11.-
A IAleftlffiggEMERVE
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AT IS IT?
It Does N t Fly,
It Does Not
Crawl, But Gets
There All the
Same.
Why not shut it out
- by using our
Screen Windows angnit
and Doors
6 p.
atismall cost? Nice
plain doors and hard- 113
ware at $1. Windows
complete at 50c.
DAGG & RICHARDS
TWAVI Mista .12 SI. 3 eggigra ind
. ta &Mo.. St•
4 
.7e*,
•
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LARGE
Number of Delegates Are
Looked For.
Program Will Interest
And Benefit All Who
Attend.
The second annual session of -The
South Kentucky Christian Preachers'
Meeting" will be begun at the Ninth
Street Obristian church of this place.
Tuesday evening next at 8 o'clock.
Preachers and other church officers, and
leaders of churches, including Sunday
school Superintendents, teachers and
workers among the young from various
motions of the westernmost thirty-three
counties of the state are invited, and
not a few of them are expected to be in
attendance duriniethe meeting which
extends over Thursday, the bib, prox.
The program is well nigh complete
and is a good one. It is seldom that
the church people of so comparatively
smell a territory have the opportunity
to enjoy at a single short meeting so
many excellent things.
Prof. J. W. McGarvey, the veteran
teacher of the Bible, has been invited to
lecture in the capacity of chief 'meeker,
and he has definitely accepted the invi-
tation.
His subjeots and hours of speaking
will probably be as follows: Tuesday
night at 8 o'clock, "Mistakes in the Bi-
ble"; Wednesday ae 2:30 p in, "The
Preaching for Our Times"; Wednesday
night at 8 o'clock, "Ramat Attempt. to
Discredit the Resurrection of Ohriat" ;
Thursday morning at 10 o'clock, "How
to Study the Gospels"; Thursday after-
noon. "The Analytical Theory of the
Pentateuch."
Rev. J. B. Briney, the distinguished
pusimikee and lecturer, will also be in
Ibis meeting. He will lecture on Thurs-
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock on "Soi
enoe and the Bible." This is one of
his best known and and most effective
lectures. He will preach Thursday
night at 8 o'clock on "Preach the
Word."
All devotional meetings and
them' are to be made timoli of, will be
cooduoted by the efficient pastor to
Henderson, Rev. E. J. Willis.
Rev It W. Thornton, of Mayfield,
will speak on "The Preacher and Swift'
Problems"; Rev. NY H. Ligon of Han-
son, on "Some Things the Preacher
Oen and Ought to Do for the Sunday
School"; Ds. John W. Orenahaw, of
Oadle, on "The Stereotyped in Oh arch
Work"; Mr. John S. Orenshaw, of Oa-
ths, on "The Duty of the Christian Ca-
sein to be Grateful for His Oonntry";
Rev. T. D Moore, of this place, on "The
Duty of the Ohriatian Citizen to be
Hopeful," and Rev, J L. Hill, of Madi-
sonville, on his duty to be -Industrious
in His Country's Affair*.
Words of welcome will be spoken by
Rev. W L. Ronne D. D., and Prof. A.
0. Kuykendall, and response will be
Basle by Rev. W. H Pinkerton, of Pa-daosh, president of the meeting.
FATAL
Ending To a Small Boy's
Joke.
Gill Jones Paid Toll With
a Piece Of
lead.
Gill Jones, aged fourteen, shot and
perhaps fatally wounded Moses Gaines,
aged twelve, at Montgomery Sunday.
Jones claims the shooting was Soot-
dental. Others say it was a 
wanilis 
act
and that the boy will be a murdegter if
Gaines dies. Both are colored. i
The shooting occurred in tite town
limits of Montgomery. Jones Marted
to enter a gate in front of a ditelliog
house. Young Gaines barred his way,
and playfully insisted on the bay "pay
ing toll."
It is stated that Jones hecame very
angry and, drawing a revolver, cried as
he fired:
"Here's your toll"
The ball entered the child's body
above the: right breast. Physicians
have probed for it, but have not yet suc-
ceeded in locating it. The wound is
believed to be mortal.
Jones made no effort to escape. On
Tuesday he was arrested by a deputy
sheriff and taken to jail at Oadiz.
VENERABLE LADY PASSES AWAY.
From Tur,May't
Miss Lou Poindexter, the venerable
sister of Mrs. Ritchie Burnett, passed
peacefully away last night at Mrs
Barnett's residence on South Main
street She had been ill only a shot.
time, but owing to her advanced age
hope for her recovery had been stitch
during the last few days. Simi was
nearly eighty-three years old. INNS
Poindexter was an intelligent and ad
mirable lady. She was a member o
the Christian chusch and her life was it
lesson in usefulness and kindiss4 in
the sweet sincerity of her afTetlo4 for
her frtetds and the tender love for he
relatives. She was a daughter of the
late Major John Poindexter, one o
9hrtatian county's wealthiest and most
orominent citizens. She was born in
Virginia, coining to Kentucky with her
mrents when a girl. Much of her life
ffhe spent on the Poiudexter„.plaoe near
Garreitsbarg, where the remains at!
be taken to-morrow morning foehurial
She had been a resident of Hopkins-
ville about twenty years.
LILE--BULLOCK.
Mr. Jesse P. Lite and Miss Mollie
Bullock, of North Christian, will be
joined in marriage Sunday. The oere
niony will take place at the home of the
bride's father, Mr. Richard Bullock, inJohnson's precinct. Rev. R. L Melton
will officiate.
CALL and see samples of our made
to-order shoes and repair work of al
kinds,
dtu&s,wtf.
emm
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STAG LIQUOR C01,
E.
6
Is the ONLY place in Hopkinsville to buy'
Fine Whiskies, Fine Wines, FineE Liquors, Fine Brandies, and Fine Cigars
Quality and Service Considered.
The Lowest Priced house in this secsion
of the State.
STAG LIQUOR CO.,
'PHONE 315. Opera House Building. El
BONDS
Have Been Filed With the
Federal Clerk.
_
fir. Major the Third Vic-
tim--New Trial Is
Granted.
The bonds of John Ohildress and T
H Canoes, or Christian county, were
filed with Clerk Lindsay In the Federal
court Monday. Ohildrees and Oarless
were indicted at the recent term of the
federal court on the charge of having
violated the fifteenth amendment to the
onstitution of the United States by
having at a general election held for
county officers in Christian county, in
November, 1897, unlawfully and will
fully intimidated and prevented Jim
Shipp, Bad Gaines, Simon Wilcox.
Robert Spurting, Eddie Word, Silas
Shippel, Geo Paine and other negroee
from voting by bribing them and giving
to each of them $2 in money not to
vote. The espies upon which Ohildress
and ()otiose were arrested closes with
this statement : '•All said men being of
color, negrom, men of African decent,
and twenty-one years of age and not
white."
The third of the warrants issued un-
der federal indictment. lisia,been served
on Mr Matt Major.
He appeared Monday before Commis-
sioner Ferguson and gave bond fer his
appearance at Owensboro.
— —
In the action of Buckner & Oo , of
Hopkinsville, against the Merchants
Insurance company, of Newark, N J.,
Judge Evans rendered a written opin-
ion in which he says that the circuit
court of appeal" left nothing to be done
in the case, except to have an assess-
went of damages under rules already
laid down in the rime and when it.
 was
called for trial on June 4, in the inter-
est of a friendly and sensible adjust-
ment, the court inquired if the counsel
could not agree upon an amount; that
it was particularly 'supposed that the
mode of settlement • would not be in
juicing to the defendant; that OW
some conversation at the bar and among
counsel the sum of $1.500 was agreed
neon, and a jory being sworn, that
agreement was carried mit, and a ver
diet returned s000rdingly. Now, bat/O-
ver, the opinion further recites, the de-
fendant moves for a new trial upon the
ground alleged that the counsel had no
authority from the defendant to • make
such agreement, which the defendant
accordingly repudiates; that the de-
fendant has filed certain affidavit. in
support of its motion, one of whioh is
by A. B. St. -John, which, as there is
nothing involved except the question of
the attorney's authority, somewhat on
necessarily misrepresents what was
done in court; that in all events', inas-
much as the authority of the attorney at
law does not carry with it the right to
compromise a litigation, the motion of
the defendant for a new trial is sus-
tained, on the ground that it repudiates
as unauthorized the action of its attor
ney in agreeirg to the verdict. The
judgment of June 4 is, therefore, set
aside, and a new trial of the case or-
derei, and the case set for trial on July
2, at a special terra of the court.—
Oweueboro Messenger.
Dr. J. B Garber, a prominent Veteri
nary Surgeon, of Eliz ibetlitown, Ky , is
in the city to locate and prsotioe his
profession. Any orders,left will. Ren-
shaw & Son, McIntyre's or Layne's
stable will have prompt attention.
T,S&Wlui
VERY ILI.,
Mr. Fred Blumeustiel, of Nashville,
is extremely ill at the home of his fath-
er, Mr. Henry Blumenstiel. Be was
brought here from Nashville Sunday
night.
SAVE YOUR SOLES by having them
repaired at once. Our work is first class
in every respect. Give us a trial
JEFF MORRIS,
'cltues,w1f Over (Nark's.
NEW FIVE DOLLAR CERTIFICATE.
One of lee Most Artistic Probuctions of
Kind Ever _Issued.
Five dollar silver certili-stes of the
new design have made their appearance
and took the place of the old fives in all
treasury payments from the cash room
The feature of the new note is a large
typical Indian bead in the center, with
a blue seal and a large letter " V" with
the word "Five" also in blue, running
in a curved line across it.
As an artistic production this note is
regarded ea equal to any ever issued by
the government
FREED
Powers On Outlaw Tay-
lor's Pardon,
Goebel Suspects' Attor-
neys are Conferring
With Prisoners
(Special to New Era )
HARLAN COURT HOUSE, Ky.
JUDO 27 —John L. Powers, who was ar-
rested here yesterday charged with par-
ticipation in the murder of Cloy. Goe-
bel, was turned loose this morning.
Powers is superintendent of public
instruction in Knox county and came to
Harlan on legal business. While at
tending to these matters he was arrest-
ed on the warrant issued from the
Franklin circuit court. He at Once em-
ployed an attorney, who took out habem
corpus papers before 0ounty Judge Oor
nett.
Judge Oornett took the matter under
consideration, and this morning, on the
presentation of the "pardon" which W.
S. Taylor had given, he released Pow-
ers just as the Knox eouuty judge dia
when similar proceeding( were insti-
tuted.
Powers left immediately for home.
ICE uREAM PARLOR.
1 am prepared at all hours to serve Ice
Oreem made of the Very Finest, Purest
of Oream to Ladies Especially at my ale
Rant newly fitted op restaurant just in
front of Hotel Latham, My past record
as oa:erer while with Mr. Schmitt will
be guarantee sufficient that my place
will oe chalkiest* of the conuoissieurs and
judges of the culinary art. Everything
new and strictly up-to-date. Best of
trained help in my parlors. Special at-
tention given to telephone orders. Meals
sent to any quarter of the city. My 26
cent meals cannot be duplicated. I re.
Tactfully solicit your patronage.
WM CLARK,
ecd&w4w-jf Telephone 269-2,
Don't you want to
OWN YOUR
OWN HOME??
The South Kentucky Building
and Loan Association of Hop-kineville, Ky , willbutld you a
house on may monthly pay-
manta, For particulars apply to
Henry C. Cant, - Pres
JE McPherson. Sec & Tres
Sutton
WILL 1$151M1111151: MEM
PetOf Col. H. P. Potter Is
..THE TAILOR,..
Will Clean Your Suits By a New Pro-
aeon. Your work will be done any
time you want it. Wit want
Your Trade .
Ladies' Work a Specialty.
Look up what you want done andthen telephone 134-4 and my agent will
come around and give you prices.
Our Work Guaranteed,
SUTTON, The Tailor,
E. 7th St , City
Immediate Repairs.
Those which must be attended at once
and these that should be, bring to
H. L. Holmes
Sure to be done promptly and done wel
Have workmen who know all about
Bicycle Repairing.
Not merely jack of all trades but ex-
perts in their lines. Oosts no more to
have the work done right. Our charges
our low.
H. L. HOMES,
Successor to E M. Rioh & Co., No. 113Went Seventh Street, next to New Eraoffice, Hopkinsville, Kr.
eod&w3m.lt22
$10 Reward!
For any one selling
Clothing, Underwear,
Diamonds, Watches,
Clocks, Jewelry, thinsPistols, Bicycles, Musi-
cal Instruments, Etc,
Cheaper Than
J. DAVIS
Buffalo Pawn-Brokers Agent, N.isod&w.1 7th St., Hopkinsville, Ky.
Pro boted.
Tender Expressions About
His Beloved Wife and
Children.
The will of the late Ool Hubert P.
Potter was probated Monday in lb.
Warren circuit court. The instrument
was written by the testator and bears
the date, June 20, 189h. He requests
that after his death he be given • mod-
est and decent burial and that his father
or two brothers qualify without bond am
executors of his estate, and that one of
them, or all, qualify as guardian or
guardians of "my dsar, sweet children,
Katherine Amelia Potter and Hubert&
Francis Potter, sod also for any other
child or children that may bless our
union, (meaning union with my present
wife, Mamie Louise McKenzie Potter),
requesting that bond be executed as
guardian or guardians for the children."
He devises that his father or brothers
shall manage the estate and divide it WI
the laws of the State of Kentucky direct
The will continues:
"It is my earnest wish that my estate
be wound op with as much dispatch as
possible and practicable; that the es-
tate be relieved of every dollar of in
debtedness against same, and after the
estate is divided (as the laws of Ken-
tucky direct), I request that my extern
tors and guardians of my children will
look carefully at all times, not only af-
ter the children's estate, but will aid,
assist and advise my darling Wife in the
conduct of her own affairs', (business or
otherwise), and I affectionately advise
her never to make any arrangement.,
trades or loans without advising fully
and freely with my father and brothers,
and upon receiving their advioe I ear-
nestly recommend and request her to
bold same to the utmost
As to my life insurance, the policies
indicate how I dere proceeds dieusibu-
tad.
1 hereby direct y esecotars to pay
to the trustees of the Methodist Episco-
pal church, South (State street), of
Bowling Green, Ky , at a time that willbest suit my executors and my estate'sbest welfare, the sum of live hundreddollars (POO), said amount so be used
In either liquidating part of the churchdebt or improving the church buildingin some manner, and not to be used in
paying off assiaries or any debts Of that
uharsoter.
Witness my hand day and date abovewritten.
HUNIAT P PUTIZR.Witness Vim D. MelCutoV,
It is my desire (and so will) that myhome, and household furnishings,books,
silverware, jew elry,brio- a- brae, watches,
clocks, etc., shall go to my wife and
children, and I want under no circum-
stance. whatever an inventory or ap-praisal made of same. H P Porritit "
August 1, 1899.
Messrs. J. E. and W. J. Potter yester-day qualified as executors of the estate,
and the former miguardian of the two
children.
flu
Enjoy Your-
self Cele-
brating the
-149, 4th
„July
Remember, we will celebrate 4th July621
fir July by puttting on sale•,..
•
we
200 Pair Men's Viii Kid,
Kangaroo, Colt Skin
and Calf Shoes
Efi'Worth $2, $2 50, $3 oo and $3 so.
THE CETEBRATION PRICE
$1.501
Sale will begin at 7 o'clock a. m. and
close at 7 p. m.
J.T.WALL&CO.
.71111ThEMEI •
• ,
MONUMENTS, TOMBSTON
Is' found at our shop at the
satisfaction ill every particular. Your orders
earnestly solicited.
CALL AND GET PRICES, Yours Truly,
ROBT. H. BROWN,
Seventh and Virginia St., Hopkinsville, Ry.
All kinds of Cemetery Wo
LOWEST PRICES
Daily New Er
ioe ciNNT Inr •
... ;a034393;30" B.,,,,3030,0930,044.
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Asbestol Tan Fire-
roof Gloves in Corm
ilovan,Calfand Napa
Goat 50c, 75c, $1.00
These goods make the best gloves in the
world for the working man. They are
tough and will stand any kind of hard
service, yet are perfectly soft and pliant
and never harden. Contact with fire or
heated objects have no effect on them.
Don't Buy Ally Other Kind.
Let us furnibh you the best
E BASS SHOE CO.
WALLACE WARFIELD, ALEX (:0X,Mg Shoe Department. Mgr. Furnishings Dept.
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FRIEND
Se the one sndi11asly
Ptip is sate to nee: It is :=2
tbiV INWIlieriball ties the ,Nasia..
Saitarstal applications are eternally
lb:. Internal medicines are radi-wrong. They are more than
Inimbegs--they enewiger hie
Mother s Friend helps the --
to relax and "spend natisrally-re.
heves awraing .eickneas--reenoves
the cense of nervousness and head-
ache - prevents hard asd tieing
breaste--shorten labor and lessens
thepains-and helps the patient to
recovery.
a letter by a Shreveport. La.,
woman: I have been u..ng your
wonderful remedy. Mother's
for the teat two months. aiderry
last as rocomrtaeded."
ores:gob mange ot wow..
'Ma BRADFIELD REGULATOR GO.
Ai MA-% rAL toa.
Meta fee ;we Hu teeentsdefleill.
"Werth list', Is Kam"
Mr. XII Gaither is Saba, a week's
vassals at insolt Lick Springs, the
guarsrarinmssos;arttadalosli.
PIO MAIM
WS u1' •
OssotlfilSO,
iii ebb
row Vbe Presided Adlel D.
ble 'Healed oe bong selected
yeetwilay am abormate delegate as-larg•
to
to She KarooO5l esavenlies by Ohs
Illheels DielleoWelo Blase oonventien,
and will an serve.
Kie base& Jobs liddy, at once seats
telegram eying in wound 6006•11 A
lively fait is expeosed today at the
esevenathe iterwieg out of the dec11-
11111110111
GREAT RECEPTION
FOR HELEN GOULD.
fepenial Se the New Ern)
THREE OAKS, Mich , June ?ll.-
Miss Helen Goeld, with a party of six
spr•• ••••••••••••
Meads, efirlired Ian al les s'elesk Nib
ellersoos Is the pmts.e ear el Mee
Udall, \arise Ion anises yesterday ef,
treases• sad ENG a fort ran to kw,
ere des hisses asd Albany sad Itleale
gel Usotelli flollseede.
I Au lammenee we'd set tie lane-
I Lag Vale, and It was with some di&
malty that Mies Gould and party were
able to reach She flue equipage a/poi/J.
ly built for Mies Gould for this coossiou
and provided by the (Oilmens of Three
Orks. The vehicle is of a type usually
termed a stanhope, and is light and
stylieb in ooustraction, made with one
nat, the runuing•gear in light cream
oolor, with upbolidetriug and canopy to
match.
It was drawn by two especially se
!wild white horses in tandem. The
occasion of Mies Gotild's visit here at
this time is the unveiling of the Span-
ish guns, which were o iptured by Dew-
ey at Maude and presented to this oily
A monster parade was witnessed by
Mies Gould, who expressed appreciation
at the marching and salutatious of the
school children
NEW SUPERINTENDENT,
Dr. K. B. MoOormielt and family ar-
rived in the oily from Owensboro yes
Sudsy afternoon. He will not assume
his duties as superintendent at the asy-
lum for several days. J 0 O'Bryan,
who has been appointed receiver at the
institution, anorimpanied Dr McCor-
mick here
•••••••
NORTH ATLANTIC
SQUADRON SAILS,
ilipasial le Now Med
00014.91. -Ake
WarIll Alleutio Sooting WWI Row-
Adleirel Parguhar, sailed few bete to-
day for:NewporS 14 I The bearMisar-
• ; • - it
=AR ADWIRAL NORMAN H. FAINT-HAI.
ten of the squadron will be at Nee port
until the last of July. The fleet in
eludes the first-olase battleehip+ Ken-
tucky, Kearesrge, Indiana and Massa-
chusetts, the oecond-olase battleship
Texas and the umored (steel*? New
York. During August the equadron
will cruise off the coast of Maine.
pessorou. NOT
From Thursday's daily.
Mr and Mrs. John Bollard left yes-
terday for Lexington, Ky.
••-•
-
MI pi Wilk, of UestIss, pal/ Ilia
New Ire es appreeleeed sell Tender,
Miss Sophie Arnold, of Newport, le a
esmes of Was Annie SWANN
Mr Ashby Ntlateads 'peal yeelsrthly
in Parliellil
Mr W Moors We. IP Oar .1.,
esterday
Miss Sadie Shryer r+taraed yesterday
from a visit to Sc, Lint.
THREE 00 UP.
From Thursday's
Sentences were passed this morning
by Oiroult Judge Oook, as follows:
Botch Oldham, two years, rualicieus
shooting; John Robinson, two years,
manslaughter; Oharles Hampton, one
year, house-breaking Jack Wagoner,
convicted of detai,,ing a woman, was
granted a new trial The prisoners
will be taken to Kddyville Monday.
THE LONG PSTATE.
William Bradley Oroft has been ap
pointed administrator of the estate of
his father-in law, J. Riley Long, de•
ceased, with J K Oroft as surety A
B Oroft,J 0 Bowling and D I. Orab-
tree were appointed appraisers of the
estate.
Dr Board, Vlitet teary Surgeon and
Dentist of more than 30 you, experi-
ential in practice, has lusted in Hopkins.
vine to practice his profession, office at
J E. Oooper & Oo 's livery stable. Will
examine stock free of charge
• WAS APNAIO OP MAI,
11•1•11.1 MINIM
Pithard Alki000l Tim*, Up lila Job Al
TIN flopillsovillo Wye,
141oltard Adhlorti, of Hardin/121N i
who *is recently appointed OPI) of
the stieuusuis as VIII L444'141.0116 asy
mum, hoe throe o up id. ‘).,0 stud 1.-ft br
home The piece pays fitly dollars per
month, and Adkisou was appointed on
the recommendation of Dol. David ft
Murray, of Oloverport Mr. Adlittuson
arrived at the asylum M n hey morning
at b o'clock and started in on his new
job. After watching the maneuvree of
several of the inmates he concluded that
it wu not a safe place to be in and took
the next train for Owensboro, which
left at 9.35 edict:iron arrive! hore at
3:44 and told Dr MoCormtek that he
wanted to thank him for the appoint-
in-nt but he would rather work on a
farm at fifty cents per .1., than to stay
to a place 1.ke the Hopkinsville say um
Mr Adkinsou return. d to Hardinsburg
this morning --Owensboro Inquirer.
SOUTH CAROLINA
NEGRO 10 HANG.
[Special to New Ere]
BICAUFORT, S. O.. Julie 28 --Owego
Thomas, who criminally assaulted lire.
Doubleby last May, is sentenced to be
hung tomorrow. The jury was out just
so long as it was necessary to write the
verdict of guilty.
He took his sentence indifferently
TAYLOR BACK
1.11plas all.alk
Now With Pilo Family In
' Indianapolis,
(Special In New Jiro
INDIANAPOLIS, June I
and Mrs. Taylor have sr or-.1 Ii
Athuapolis sad were Wet at toe depot by
their dangeser. tie hod en ...tur ale
mustache sums be left ludtanapolis, and
had a weary, hunted look Two private
detectives that &cirri as his bodyguard
during die Eastern trip (hone book with
him.
YALE-HARYARD
. BOAT RACE.
iSpecial to New Era]
NEW LONDON, uonu , June 28 -
The annual Yale Herverd regatta will
be !Deed on the Thames here beginning
today An unusually liege crowd is in
attendance from Boston and New York.
The three races will follow in quick
sueoessios, being rowed within an hour.
Ail will be towed down stream. The
observation trains and crowds e im•
mediately return up the river to the
start of the four mile course, where the
varsity four mile course will be started.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
We are authorized to apnoea'!"
JUDGE JAMN4 D BLACK,
of Knox county, aa • candidate for the
office of Governor of the State of Ken-
tucky, subject to the action of the Deno
°erotic conventiom.
110X89 A
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The pain year hee been a camel
WOW fir in.re'lantis who erre dote, hest-
Ea. f r re- ?goer. so.  -It for the
pr-sees I. his. tedi-or wet peey seek so
altette ter.-
Weep wp Pie eseneler I et valley
• how ii.. 4•1•........1 wines were
Thi ha. n tree
ghee deparsistent la
have cc contraeted ter
0111
raid
we
eiff. read as, k. s or then to be made el
4.61b-,p,4 rosinebillap haa been kit-
A
b•. p up !he st.in.i•rd or quality.
Dot while tee tuanafansurems haws SD
Otr•••• limp t Ls ealvaerwil
!au pawl stook • sesetud is
psi shoes as formili4i4Le
easels ass or two
pads hat era bees kept as
ast
We believe our siaaretacturare have
Wee the eery best they oonid nadir We
absewilasses &WI we know we have.
Heavy wham= ewe es we have passed
aro...ribs we es savoy
body and we
the burden.
w WW 
ear share and selleall we
geld SIAM in cold eath in advaaces ea
akin IBM one entail whisi we added
Is qui priose.
Is the filters we an dolsresieed se
heap up the qoalialiKabribase If the
net at theta is dasalei.
Cut Prices On Shoe Re-
pairing.
Per two weeks may.
To ladroduoit our eriewasera se is.
bear earseimaker -a first-class me wo-
ws will make the following out prisms
sash. week:
Ow% bees white oak half-soles, head
sewed. regular price $1 SD, eat to Ile.
Mars beet white oak half nee, peg-
ged ar sealed, regular price 76o, cat le
Ws.
Men's heel straightemed, regular price
Sert, an to 90,1
Illee's beet rubber as* pee es (VW.
veanregain price 500. out isZ
Weemes's heat turned or
regalia price 80e. eas $5e the. t hot e
Women's best Batted soles, Meliftlifff
mite Mo. out to 40o. .4 d I If
Invent so impress ear smiewere
wish lbe fuss thes our shoe sl4W pi-
law*, for thetr conveab=thee
Was *is any pectic to our awl
we west llema.to sae it freely to leap
Weer oboes in repair absolutely tree et
easses, a. far as workawsibut sad di.
fasibre Pock is oorwirbel. We will
keep ell ripe sewed up bee aa envy
pals ear does Ili lesig se ye* eta
wasp them, it it's tea yearn
Sop'.. ever bane trouble with year
feet araitlag you. We have a shoe shut
relieve you if soy shoe will. It el
made is absolute mesa New sad Wit
he mores of cartnamers wbe have
want IS for rears and weal ban any
lag glee
We show tiia bottom above. That at -
pen are made of the tinea riot kid stock
and is as soft es a glove. pr. hen
SO ism and coast They an bee&
/11.4":PY
WO Pies
pin Will be $O.
ten 1151 a regal*uidbwe1.4
lassgsgsa ou our Bargain Shoe Outater
-bet please tit them oa before you take
them out as we can't take them back or
rzchuge them.
etneews -
Too. 116,61 or Li
soou fog tbe ten and $$ 111 toe the
tea. Tbie shoe he.ri a unit style as50 rasa in the merles and fa
MO of In. weft vial lid snob livery
gib guarawiebd we pod as any 41 00
ellstior ille awirkel. , ,Pi.
When baying silverware woe
bir IS.
r
imisave beiNe
om PON, 4WD. It
vela&
;;4 I
}•• OPHINSVILLE, KY.. JULY 1, 1900.
TERSON'S
0%.141
Id eWv
f.)0 0011c 3
NYAG GOLD DOLLARS AT A DISCOUNi.
0.14
s
OES
AT CUT PRICES!
NO. 26
AT THE PRESENT TIME IS LIKE
Not one cent of advance (except n one shoe) has been added to the prices of
our shoes during the past year of ad*ances and at this time to oiler a disc/runt Off
of old prices is really like discounting goTddolIars. Our customers are expecting
it and we don't want to disappoint them,
•
, THAT'S OUR ONLY EXCUSE.*
v4 • 1. :Pk
We i0 PER COM OFF
s-er. 311(Sdin,
40 ask OF EVERY SHOE IN OUR STORE.
4
And that's equal to 25 per cent. off of their real value. Read
this Bargain list and if you find any shoes to suit :you It's) like
picking up money to buy them.
areaulhow ldlekiMAi
Anderson's Wonderful Si oo Shoe,
Anderaaa's Wear-Easy Si 60 Shoe
CUT TO $1,80
: CUT.TO $1 5
Anderson's Liberty Tan $2 60 Shoe,
Anderson's Old Glory $2 oo Shoe,
Anderson's Dewey $3.00 Shoe
Anderson's Warranted $3 oo Shoe
Anderson's Little Wond2r 7t5c Shoe
Anderson's Wear-for-Ever $1.15o Shoe,
Anderson's Kick-Me.Hard School Shoes
Anderson's Old Reliable $t so Shoe, :
CUT TO $2.00
CUT TO $1.80
CUT TO $2.70
CUT TO $2.50
: CUT TO 68c
: CUT TO $1,35
10 Per Cent Off
CUT TO $1,25
?Mt Shoes.
oi•tuti
ale ma .6-
.
14.
p-
Mein Veal Clad Shoes worth $1.16
15. ... 
Wee' An ism Viol Oirlord weans
lull., 
Boys' Ins Viol black and tan Ox-
ford worth $1 50 and $1 26 for
Hasa' gemwan LemesiF00 Laos and
r
ented& and cap toe worth
Mess' and Boys' patent leather
Dewing Pimp wank .110 sod
55,00 15 
 $1.00
$2.00
$1.00
 $2.00
$1.00
litssW Pot Ss& Pby Shoo worth 68c
.100 , 
is../ Mew Adm. a ow. mom
i.e shass-Siswise- vises 6,6,3,
and If A. B di U. worth $5 00 for ...$3.76
-11
Moos' @Oohed Down Plow Shoes size 
 76c6 and 7 worth $1 35 for 
Memo' Cordovan Ism shoes -Bull
Dog toe Goodyear Welt &de-
mise 6 to 8 worth $3 00 for  $2.50
Stacy, Adams & Clo's low out shoes,
blacks and tans all 7's A & B
width., worth $4 50 for $3.60
6 pair Mons' Square Box toe ()elf 
P 00 for
Uouttress- oz 5 to worth i $125
31 pair Mute' black and tan sample
shoes allri's worth from $1 toteowro
...... _10% off
Boys' Shoes.
14 pairs Boys' Bluth Viol Kitt Oxfords,
I .00sins 9 to 13, worth $1.25 for ..... 
18 pairs Boys' Black Viol Oxford', sizes 1 I
to 61., worth $1 50, for .25
15 pahre Boys' Tan Vice low Shoes, sizes 9 1.00so 133% worth $1 Xi for     I 
15 pairs Boys' Tan Vied Low Sbasti.
1 to VI, worth $1.50 for  . .1.25
4 pairs Little Gents' Tan, low cut shale I fin
Mu 9 to 12, worth $1 25 for   I .110
11 pain Little Gents' blank Viol Low
Shoes, sizes 9 to la, worth $L I00 96 for  _ •
Bargains In Stockings.
Ladies Ina imported tan Hose, double sole
and keels. original price 35c, cut to I 01.;
Ladies' drop stitch tan hose, seamless, 
original prioe 20o, out to . I UV
Misses' Fancy Plaid Hose, worth 16o, for. I Oc
Ohildreu'a Black Hose, shies 6 to 8, worth
i0o for UU
Ohildren's and Misses "Fay" Stocking'', 1
sizes 5 to 93, worth from Sbe to 50o I in:
Children'. good tan Hnee
Ladies' seamless tan and
Hose
Sc
1.0c
Ladies' seamless black cotton Hose  I Oc
I Oc
brown cotton
19 pain Men's 'leucite Leggings, worth 30o
for
Ladies' flout Lisle Silk Laos Pattern 7c_
Hos , pries $1 OO, out to I Ut;
Ladies' flue drop stitch and Lau Patterns slo,,
cotton Hose, orioinal price 50c, out to QM;
Ladies' Si.., Maw Silk fluished Hose, Reg I95c cniar price 2, cut So 
Ladies' fine, smooth cotton hose, white
feet, for summer wear, Regular price 19c
25c, cut price 
La Fine cotton Hoot, drop stitch, several , 9c
Pattern., all tn505, worth 1160 for . I
L.. Fancy colored Plaid, drop stitch, and 19c
plain option Hue, 26c, for
Misses & Children's.
6 pair Misses Tan ',ace Shoal sizes 11, 111-2
and 12. Worth $125 for $100
13 pairs Misses Chocolate Lace Shoes sizes 11
to 12 i 2 Worth $150 for $126
24 pair Mild@ Black Turn Sole Shoes Lace and
Button Pointed toes else. 8 to 11 Worth $150
and 175 for 125
17 pair Oh ilds Coin Toe Lsoa Shoes Fancy
Velvet Tope and Collars ideas h 1-2 to 11. Worth
$150 for 75o.
38 pair (Mild. Black Patent Tip Button Shoes
shies 6 to I 1-1. Worth 75, 90 and $100 for 'titto
10 pair MORA. Patent Tip Button Shoes plies
1$ 1-9 to 3. Worth $135 and $150 for $100
18 pairs Misses Button Shoes Pat 'Tip sis s II 10
1 Worth $150 and $300 for /IVO
17 pair Childs Needle Toe Bolton and Leos
Shoes Sene 8 to 10 I 2 Worth 1 50 and 1 73 for
7bc
7 p•ir Childs Shoes Button and Lane, Choco-
late and Oxblood six's 9 to 11 Worth 1 50 and
1 75 for $1 00
4 pair Misses Front Lace Shoes sisie 11, 11 1 3
and 19, worth 200, for $1 00
16 pairs °Mid's fine tarn sole. Fancy Vesting
Sop Laos tau Shoes, sizes 8 to 10 l„ worth '1 76
for $1 $6
9 plan same as above, 14 to 13, worth 2 25 for
$1 50
22 pain Ohild's Black and Tan Lace Oxfords,
'tees 5 so 6 1 2, worth 75c for 580
Same, 8 to 10 1-2, at $1 00
Same 11 to 131-2 worth 75e, 11,12 and 13
16 pair child's tan Strap Slippers, 9 to 13, worth
1 25 and 1 50 for 7543.
6 pair Misce. Broad 0 S Toe and Heel Oxfords,
sizes 1 1-2, worth $1 for 35c
11 pairs Child's Shoes (Jobs) sizes 6 and 6 1-3,
worth 1 00 and 1 25 for 75c
: sh
le •
Hopkinsville, Ky.
A Request.
We believe our customers and friends
will all agree that we are as s000rnmo-
data* as they could tot as to be when
It comes to taking back good. and re-
funding the mooey or to exchanging
goods We are always pled to do this,
except in special sales on articles that
we hive marked down to close out.
We would kindly riquest our custo-
mers not to set us to take back or ea.
change coy shoes sold off of the Bar-
caul table We are selling them for al-
maid nothing in order to get rid of them
and we don't w+nt to see' thee. any
More
Good Shoes.
The other kind is maim to get
cheaper. Bat they don't last; you feel
cheap because of them Buy good
shoe'-oost a little more at tint, but
you feel better in thorn THEY LAST.
No chancel' taken by you, when you
but Anderson's Shoes :We shoulder
tbe future with a guarantee on each
pair
Waukon Velvet.
Velvet Rubber heels give one an elas-
tic easy walk that's next to flying so
they tell as Regular prim is 50o a
pair. We cot the price to 35c a pair.
Our Colt Skin Shoe.
A lucky purchase brought So is sev-
eral hundred pairs of • genuine Oolt
Skin Shoe worth $560 at $150 The
shoe is made with solid soles and sole-
leather counters guaranteed in every re-
spect. Colt skin is a very soft pliant
leather, reeembling kangaroo and wears
like raw hide. 10% off the marked
pries gives you this shoe for the remark-
able price of$1 35-less than the shoe oan
be made for.
WOMEN'S SHOES.
49 pair Ladies ;Patent Tip Lace and
Button shoes sisal 214 to 33, Worth $126
and 150 for 100.
:8 pair Ladies Pink, Giro' and Blue
Satin Strap Slippers Sian 23, to 41
Worth $126 for 50o.
18 pair Ladies 0. 8. Button Shoes
shies i2, to 4 Worth $126, 150 sad 300
for 50o.
28 pair Ladies Patent Tip Button
Shoes sizes 2,„ 3 and 33, Worth $136 for
760.
10 pair Ladies Spring Heel Patent
Pointed Toe Mutton Shoes sizes 31,
and 3 Worth $1*6 for $100
13 pair Ladies Finest Tan Ox fords-
Turn fosvoSor ie r oin Toe. Worth 900 and$2
18 pair Ladiee Patent Tip Batton
8boes 81568 7 and S. Worth $160 for
$100,
23 pair Ladles Plain Toe $1.99 Shoes
sizes 2,„ to 31%. Worth $199 for $125.
29 pair Ladies Black and Tan Oxfords
Pointed Toes ano madly narrow widths
sizes 1 to 3 Worth from $16050 $850
f"2354jcpair Ladies Black and Tan Ox-
fords Pointed Toos use. 2, 9I.4, 8. 5, 7
and.8 B. ('. D and R. Woatit $126 to
2°046fopr 7aiber Ladies Tan and Ob000late
(Awe and Button Shoos Pointed Toes,
sizes 23„ to 4 Worth $150 and $175 for
$100.
18 pair Ladies Spline Heel Patent
Tip Button sizes 21.1 to 4 Worth $199
to $350 for 1 26
27 pair Ladles Bull Dog Toe Black
Orford& lit% to 8 Worth $150 for $100.
ISO pair Ladies Coin Toe Blank Ox-
fords sixes 21.4 to 6 Worth $100 for 760.
16 pair Ladies Welt Sole Own Toe
Loco Sheol sizes 33% to 5 Worth Low
for $150
16 pair Ladies Needle Toe Patent
Tip Button Shea' sizes 2 1 11 to 8 1-2
Worth $20u to $860 for $100.
1 13 pair Ladies High out Battonfilesese Shoes Plain Toe. Sim 2 to 4"gib $360 for $100.
,k
The Absolutely Pure
BAIKINCy•-POWDER
is the baking powder of general
use, its sale exceeding that of all
other baking powders combined.
Royal Baking Powder has not
its counterpart at home or abroad.
Its qualities, which make the bread
more healthful and the cake of finer
appearance and flavor, are peculiar
to itself and are not constituent
in other leavening agents.
Greet e4lotts art Nude to will aim
powders under the pies tart *wars so
cents posed simper then
sioa thet they are clomper mode bee
sloe list they are inferior. Me sem MN-
der. contain a corrosive poise awl AMY
sot be used aa Wad, so mass bey dump.
ItOrat FkAKINC, PryWr.r4 Co., 100 WIliiAls 6T., NEW YORK.
ORACEY
dranch of L. & N. To Be
Sold To I. C.
Proposed Transfer May
Be rlade In a Short
Time.
Jr13:
Wednesday's Olarksville Courier says:
A representative of the (barter, while
In Natibrille last winter, received in-
formation indirectly from one of the
officials of the Tonneaus Oentral Rail-
road that that Oompany had al-
ready made oontracts based on their
line ruching Olarkiville within ose
year's time. It was also learned from
the same souroe that the Illinois Om bra!
was =permed to meet that road al Obis
pond by the same time. That was lain
January.
&vent developments Indians WM the
tip received at that time was correct and
that the two roads will enter Olarkerille
as predined. One of the °Medals of the
Tennessee Oentral announced in an in-
terview yesterday that they expected to
run the first passenger train from Knox-
ville to Nashville next September, but
the Courier is in receipt of information
whih will interest Clarksville more
than that.
The Courier learns from a very relia-
ble mouroe that a trade is now on be-
tween the Illinois Oentral and the Lou-
isville and Nashville for the L. & N.'.
road front here to Greasy. The inform-
ant also says that the road will be
transferred to the Illinois Central by
the Met of next Deoenther, and that that
road will immediately take charge.
This Will give Olarksville competing
lines and with the Ountherland opened
the year round, this city would have
exeellent freight facilities.
31.011111D TEE GILAVS.
• startling incident of which Mr.
John Oliver, &Philadelphia, was the
subject, is narrated by him as follows:
"I was in a meet dreadful condition.
My skin was simnel yellow, eyes sunk-
en, tongue coated, pain oontinnally in
back and sides, no attettite. gradually
growing weaker day by day. Three
phymicians had given me up, Forte
nattily a friend advised trying "Electric
Bitten," and to my greet joy and air-
pries, the first bottle made a decided
improvement. I continued for three
weeks and ant now a well man. I know
they saved my life and robbed the grave
of another victim." No one should
fail to try them. Guaranteed.
Only 50e at L L Elgin's, 0 K. Wyly's,
R. O. Hardwick's, J. 0. Cleok's and An-
derson & Fowler's drug stores.
CONTINUANCE.
Attorneys For Youtsey
and Others Rely on
the Absence of
Taylor.
(Special to New ERA
FRANKFORT, Ky, June 27 -The
plan of the prosecution to make a requi-
sition on the governors of Ohio, West
Virginia, Michigan and Pennry)vanie
for the extradition of W. S Taylor at
the time of his trip to the Philadelphia
convention was abandoned. It is said
today that the defense in the cases of
of Youtsey and others, whou trials wil
be called at Georgetown, July 9, will
ask for a continuance on sooOnnt of the
amino. of Taylor, Finley, J H. Mat-
thews, Geo. Hemphill and others who
have been named as witnesses for that
side, and on whom process has not been
served.
TO FIGHT HILL
Senator Blackburn In Fa-
vor of Editor Hearst.
iliPlICILL TO SEW IRA)
FRANKFORT, Ky ,June 28 -Sena-
tor Blackburn will leave for Kansas
City Sunday night. Blackburn is un-
derstood to strongly oppose the nomi-
nation of Hill and ill, claimed Bryan's
letter has loosened Hill's chances for
the Kentucky vote Blackburn favors
W it. Hearst and after hint is for
Shrively. The Keurociry delegation
will leave Monday
MINNESOTA REPUB-
LICAN CONVENTION.
i Special to New Era..
ST. PAUL. Minn., June $8 -The Re-
publican stale convention opened here
today, wtth 1,180 delegates. A full
state ticket is to be nominated.
Hon Jno. R. Hendricks returned to
Padoosh this morning.
INDIA IN FAMINF.
Editor Kentucky New Eta e.
The following from We Obebball
Herald is a simple estitag teeth el Ile
facts which every beaersian Meal
ought se know. I esawal le Ohs pub
lie through your paper will' Ws IBM-
meet that I am colleallag a imasby
small amounts which I papaw is lewd
to the "04:assail:tee of On Usadesi ea
India Famine Belief," New Ink. fit
whin Messrs. Brovni MIL hod 61111111..
pany, 69 Wall St., en Insearees5
aakthemtou.easbwis4.. ems"
The British govenaseel has supedwee.
relief ea a seals naappiesdied haibs
history of the world. The asealaw st
sufferers officially aided is aft issa
six millions. Even that aid b
insufficient in the awful need, dit
the Oomminee of One NuallsoL SO
that are pooh men of pollees as W. IL
Dodge, L. T. Ohatabarktia. kaput Hsi-
wont, 0. N. Blies. O. J. Gerald, N. K.
Asap, Seth Low, L. P. Hones. I. N.
Seligunaa, W. 0. Whiney, J. 0. Ose.
Kawesakims, and other well !ewe
WOW
If any persons would like to iambi bli '
this most urgent need, if they will looll
me the gift or egad IS by Yeabig. Jatir
2nd, I will arrange in las Bail* slap-
kineville for seettliar as dimmest now
read the following Medwassal :
There out be no harvest sale WNW
The last month. are asessimilly tba
wont in the period of affliction kilt the
scanty resources of the people an en.
hausted by the long straggle, asi away
day adds thousands to the UM Id SIM
who have nothing MIL Moil dew
perish? Shall we, who bare earried
them through these long, weary wewlbe
stay our hands at the last Meer MINI
and let them die with the harvest al-
most in sight? One last effort mad he
made, lest all that has toes dens WEB
have been done in vain. The dew
now is that effort will relax en sees.
Ahead; the saiwiisseries see this Pow
and mi Wain that w• will an dawn
them in their work mew 5 is aided.
Those who hays Oven um in PIPS
to give a little more. Let these vibe
have done what they omit. pall SW&
every effete to induce those whe
done nothing to contribute M MOM tho
final crisis.
One dollar will save a life fler MO
mouth.
Two dealers will awe a lite asSUHai
harvest.
Five dollars will envy Some, wile Shil
child until the next crop b gatherieL
Teo dollars would saves whole timed.
ly from death.
Twenty five dollars weal/ save WW1
and afford thew the combat ed
during the rainy and sold seam.
ritty dollar, wound save OW ilawillse.
One hundred dollars veil Win
small ownwastly.
K. B. Dilnen,
Pastor Oastherland Preebythrtell ekes*
Borklasellia
PROMS PAY POR INIUMMIAT011,
Will Not /lave T. Walt Leas Per The
Messy.
Director Merriam .4th. omen Isom
requests a oontradiedon of the ripen
which has been circulated in sone por-
tions of the country to the effect that
1
WILLIAM R. smarm
the census enumerators are not W he
paid promptly.
"They will be paid," be said today,
"as noon as their reports, properly NEW
fled to by the supervisors, we rallivet.
Of 12,000 enumerators, rely 1.800 or
1,900 have sent in their pontabos." The
entire payroll of estaniereAters &amoeba,
So 0,900,000.
CONFIRMATION POSTPONED.
as to give coalInnatios la
The Right Rev, Bien,
who w 
 MeGhts1114
Oselsolio church on next lialardwy
nal word to the pester Shea *who
the serious illness of MIMI of his
and for otheweigitty renew, he b
lipid Is weapon nairstalies at Hot
kineville is a later daft. Whiffle Weld
elan is July.
Hies Belle Howe, of Maitkiaswas,
sbe elteMI of San Fleessete. es ISM*
meet -•Olailwrille Loa-ohoesiols.
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BEST OF ALL BOOKS.
DR. TALMAGE UPHOLDS THE BIBLEI
DIVINE ORIGiN.
adreetees 5 the siew irestaasent Va.
sesailefires. sae We Wetatiest Firesik-
eel« oft the out Ieseasseat ?WOW*
' Its mmesselles rIr•Ma
•
ar
Jane 24.—in the great
t l'eaging in Europe, as in
hethreenaimil stitialie and
aginsedebas Dr. T has taken
a decided steed and Is this sermon
ibeillares his =Wavering belief in the
Myths origin of the Scriptures; text.
Matthew vii,, 16. "Do man gather
grapes of therisr
Not Mikis comedy. Not In any coun-
try. Thome stick, chorus Lacerate, but
all the thorns put together never yield-
ed on. cluster of Catawba or Isabella
grapes. Christ who was the master
of apt and potent illustration, is thus
settle( forth what you and I *ell
heow—that you cannot get that which
Is pleasant and healthful and good
from that which is bad. If you find a
lova& large, beautiful cluster of
grapes, yea know that it was produced
by a good grapevine and not from a
tangle at (beads thistle. Now, if I
can show you that this Holy Bible
yields good fruit, healthful fruit, grand
fruit, splendid flidt, you will come to
the conclusion it Is a good Bible, and
aft the arguments of the skeptic against
it, when he tries to show tt is • bad
hook, will go overboard.
'De was gather grapes of thorasr
Oita a bad book yield good results?
IIIMptics with great vehemence declare
that the Bible is a cruel book. They
rood ths story of the extermination of
the Casaanites and of all the ancient
Irma and of the history of Davi& and
Nohow, and they come to the conclu-
des that the Bible is in favor of lacera-
tion and manabtughter and massacre.
Now, a bad book, will produce a bad
result. • cruel book will produce a creel
Result
You have friends who have been in
the habit of reading the Bible a great
many years. Have you noticed a tena-
city to eruelty on their part? Have
Tee over beard any of them come out
• peastically say. "I have been read-
Ithe Oanaanttee and I am mimedN, the story about the extermination
apse with a disposition to cut and
elm& and maul and pinch and murder
4WD liseck to pieces everything I can
*If SW bands ear' Have your friends
Illg=neds and disciples of theas they become diligent
.111111t of the Bale. shown • tendency
Masseacre and murder and MAD-? Etas that been your ob-
' 1110.sets et BM. nesousa.
Whet has been the effect awe your
ghliirem of this cruel book? Or. If you
1th net allow tht book to be reed to
poor hsesehold. what has bees the O-
W.= the children of other boom-where the Word of God is hoe-
aP Have they as a result of read-
•
allellibie creel book gone forth wtth a
to pull the wings off flies
n grasshoppers and to sob
? A creel book ought to
411111Deolaind people; if they Mostly
NMI It mid get absorbed with Its prin-
t:Wisb that cause must prodnee thst
Met. At what time did you notice
abet the teachings of this flay Bthis
erases& cruelty in the heart and the
Ifs it George Peabody, of Miss Dix.
of Tthrerace Nightingale, of John Row-
• . et Jahn Frederick Oberlin, of Ab-
? Have you Docked la
the biography of these people
as they became
•Indle of the If. they became me-
ashes to lommthity? Have you not, as
the coutrary, veered that all the Watt-
WINN tit Morey were established, or.
iggensggealagghed, were chiefly 
- p -s.
VS ___of this book? Them
Slipthil to wartime. There are
101111111111•1 ersessa. They are Wid-
th' up wounds, they are offering cosi-
&Isla they are kneeling down by the
=Ma
praying for their departing spit-
's does the cruelty crop out?
SW hide been reading the Babb all
rlives. They read it every morn-imy read It every night; they car-
t?ft wader their arm when they go
Oita the hospital.
Again. Infidels go on and most ve-
asumoy charge that this Bible is an
blesers* book. You all know that an
thaw. book produces impure results.
Rh amount of money could hire you to
asW your child to read an unclean
IIIMIL. Now, if this Bible be an impure
Ereed it—did it make him a badYour mother read It—did where are the victims? Your !s-
ahebs her a bad woman? Your sister
*pearsin leaven died in the faith of
pospel—did it despoil her nature?
Mae my there an 300.000,000 curiae
'Camp in milseence: some say
ti Po are 400000.000 copies of the B.It Is Impossible to get the aces-
statIstk. But suppose there are
$111‘1110.000 copies or the Bible abroad.
Me one book read more the. any 20
books that the world ever printed, this
book aismad for ages, for matarke—
OM the victims? Show me 1.000;
show as 500 victims of an impure
hesik; show me 100 despoiled of the M-
OIR show we 60; show me 10; show
WI; show well Two hundred mil-
OM espies of an impure book, and not
MS victim of the impurity! On the
•Mlitelloy, yea know Wry well that it is
*taro the Bible has the most power
list the family institution Is most re-
spected.
rose tamest Deepertses.
Ardis. alpsortice go on still further,
and they my the Bible is a mass of
• gamtmathetions. and they put prophet
,41111111es, prephet, evangellet egatrurt
411111111111111speeds against apostle, and
Say esty if this be true bow, then, can
that be true. Mr. Mill, who was a
Mewl of tl& Bible, said be had discov-
Vell SRAM AliMereat nuMlings of the
Aleriptures sod yet not me important
illessemee.sotese important difference
TEE NEW 
CI_IPPER
"PE!T RICAL WORLD
rioal o OF SPORTS
ei • .
• or to o r
ktosart. Beethoven, Handel. Haydn,
never wrote more harmonious music
than you will find in this perfect her-
many of the Word of God, the harmony
In providence and in grace.
You must remember also that the
authors of the Bible came from differ-
eat lands, from different ages and from
Merest centuries. They had no com-
munication with each other, they did
not have an idea as to what was the
chief design of the Bible, and yet their
writings got up from all those differ-
ent lands and from all these differeat
ages and all these different centuries,
main together, make a perfect har-
ness in the opiates of the very beet
scholars of all lands. Is not that a
meet remarkable tact?
Again. *Odds vehemently charge
tbarthe aible le as unscientific book.
In a former discourse I showed you
that there was no collision between
schism and revelation, and I went
them point to point in the discossioe.
Bet now let us have authority in this
matter. You and I cannot rive the 40 or
50 or le years exclusively to the study
or diesels that some men give. Let
us have authority in this matter.
Who says there is a collision between
@deem and revelation? Well, Herbert
Spencer. Tyndall, Darwin. They say
there Is a discord between science and
revelation. But I will bring you names
of men who have found a perfect ac-
cord between science and revelation,
men as much higher tit intellectual
character above those whom I hare
nientiooed as the Alps and Mount
Washington and the Himalayas are
higher than the hill back of your house.
Herschel. Kepler, Leibnitz, Bose,
Isaac Newton. My friends, we are In
respectable company when we believe
In the Word of God—very respectable
company.
Teems& tke Line.
Now I might, as infidels have failed
to prove that the Bible is • cruel book,
that the Bible is an impure book, that
the Bible is a contradictory book, that
the Bibb le an unscientific book—I
might skive a aonsuit In this case of
Infkletity, the plaintiff, against Chris-
tianity, the defendant. but I will not
take advantage of the ercamitanora,
for whim the akeptie goes on to my
that we • to gullible ilesVie, when be
goes on he say, as he often does, that
the grmts. the improbability the more
we like believe It; when he goes on
to say that the Bible is made up of a
lot of insamictipts, one picked oh here
and smother there and another from
some ether place, and that the whole
thing Is an Imposition on the credulity
of the human race, I must reply to
that chine.
The Bible le made up of the Old
Teetaateat and the New Testament
Let m take the New Testament first-
Why 6o I believe It? Why do I take
it to my heart? It is because it can be
trued back to the divine heart just as
easily es that aide can be traced to
that dose and that aide to that door.
Jetsam and Eusebine In the first cen
tury, and (*igen in the second century,
and other writers to the third and
fourth centuries, gave a list of the New
Testament writers just exactly corre-
sponding with our lixt, showing that
the same New Testament which we
have they had in the fourth century,
and the third century and the second
century and the first century. But
where did they get the New Testa-
ment? They got it from Irenseus.
Where did Imam get it? He got It
from Polycarp. Where did Polycarp
get it? He got It from St. John, who
was the personal associate of the Lord
Jeans Christ. My grandfather gave a
book to my father, my father gave It
tome, I dee It to my child. Is there
any diRculty in tracing this line?
Priam tam Beset et Christ.
On communion day I will start the
chalice at that end of the and the
chalice will pass along to the other end
of the aids. WW ft be difficult to trace
the liao of that holy chalice? No dill-
eulty at an. This owl will my, "I gave
It to that one," and this one will say,
'I gave it to that one." But tt will not
be so lone a line aa this to trace the
New Testament It is easier to get at
the fact. But you say: "Although this
was handed right down in that way,
who knows but they were lying im-
posters? How can you take their testi-
mony r They died for the truth of
that book. Men never die for a lie
cheerfully and triumphantly. They
were not lying impostors. They died
is triumph for the truth of that New
Testament.
"Weil," says some we, "now I am
ready to believe that the New Testa-
ment Is from the heart of Christ, but
bow about the Old Testament? Why
do you believe mar I believe the
Old Tr:aerostat bemuse the prophecies
foretold events hundreds and thou-
sands of years ahead—events which
afterward took place. How far can
you see ahead? Two thousand years?
Can you see ahead a hundred years?
Can you see ahead five minutes? No,
no. Human prophecy amounts to noth-
thg. Host these old prophets stood
thoossods of years back, and they
hiseold events which came accurate-
tie far on in the rehire centuries.
illippem I should stand here and say
le you, "Twenty-five hundred and
Arty yearp from now, three miles and
a half from the city of Moseew
will be an advent and it will be In a
certain family and it will be amid cer-
tain surroundings." It would make no
impressiou upeu you, because you
knew I cannot foresee a thousand
years or one year or oue minute, and I
cannot tell what is going to transpire
Is a land far away. But that is what
these old prophets did.
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out of 30,000, only the difference that
you might expect from the fact that
the book came down from generation
to generation and was copied by a
great many hands. And yet I put be-
fore TOO this fact today—that all the
Bible writers agree In the four great
&eerie's of the Bible.
What are those tour great doctrines?
God-good. kind, patient, just, loving,
omnipotent Man-a lost sinner. Two You must remember that Tyre and
tisettnies-one for believers, the other Babylon and Marcel) were in full
for unbellevera. All who accept Christ pomp and splendor when these prophe-
reacking that home and only those de- cite, these old prophecies, said they
groped who &stew theineeleeg, only would be destroyed. Those cities had
those who turn their back upon Christ architecture that makes the houses of
and mos to the precipice
 and Jump off, modern tette* perfectly insignificant
for God never pushes a man off, be Yet these old prophets
 walked right
jumps off. Now, In those four great , through Worse waguineent streets and
doctrines all the Bible writers agree. said. "This has all got to come down;
this is all going to be leveled."
Suppose a man should stand up in
these cities today and say, "There will
be harvests of wheat and corn where
these cities now stand, and these
street* will be pasture for cattle."
Such a man would be sent to the in-
sane asylum. Yet the old prophets did
that very thing. Where is Babylon to-
day? You go and walk over the ruins
of Babylon and you will not find a leaf
or a grass blade of those splendid
hanging gardens, and in the summer
time the ground actually blisters the
feet rif the traveler. Babylon destroy-
ed according to the prophecy.
Where is Tyre? In the day of its
pomp the prophet said, "The fishermen
will dry their nets where this city
stands." If you should go to that place
today, you would find that literally.
The fishermen are drying their nets on
the rocks where the city of Tyre once
stood. Tartar and Turk and Saracen
drying their nets on the rocks.
Ts...wheelies F. *111.4.
Go up Clutthara street, New York,
and find the fulfillment of a prophecy
made thousands of years ago. Why is
it the Israelite is always distinguish-
able, whether you see him in New
York or Peking or Vienna or Stock-
holm Of Loudon or Parts? The Eng-
lishman goes to America, apd after
awhile he loses his nationality. The
American goes to England. and after
awhile he loses his nationality, the
Norwegian his, the Russian his, the
Italian his, the Spaniard his. the Israel-
ites never. Why' Because this book
provided thousands of years ago that
the Israelites should be scattered In
all lands and that they should be kept
separate, separate, uptil the Lord took
them back to Jerusalem. And ye who
persecute the Israelites had better look
out. They are God's people, and ac-
cording to the prophecy made thou-
sands of years ago they are distin-
guishable., they are kept separate until
the Lord takes them to their native
land.
How could those old prophets fore-
tell that? How could they know that
thousands of years ago? Was it mere
human skill? Could you have seen so
tar ahead? Could you have predicted
anything like it? Those old prophets
stood looking down in the great fu-
ture and said a Messiah would be born
In a certain nation, in a certain tribe,
in a certain family, in a certain place,
at • certain time, thousands of years
ahead. Ages rolled on, ages on ages,
and after awhile Christ, the only one
who has bees called Messiah by any
great MINOMIll.. of people-Christ was
boss to that very nation predicted, in
Mit vary tribe, in that very family, in
that very place, at that very time.
Could human se..111 have predicted it?
Does not that prove beyond all centre-
version and beyond all doubt that those
prophets were inspired of the Lord
Almighty, looking down in the future
and seeing thousands of years ahead
occurrences to take place, just as plain-
ly as I see your faces this morning.
"Well," says some one, "now I am
ready to take the New Testament as
from the heart of Christ, and I am
ready to believe the prophecies. The 16
evidence is beyond all dispute. But
you most remember," says my friend.
"that the prophecies are only a small
part of the old book. You don't ex-
pect us to believe all the old book." If
you found one of your good, honest
letters In an envelope with 10 or 20 ;
cruel, lying, filthy letters, how long
would you allow that honest letter to
stay there? In a half minute you
would either snatch It out of the en -
velope or you would destroy the whole
envelope. Now, do you suppose the,
Lord God would allow these pure
prophecies, these prophecies which you
admit must have come from the hand
of God, from divine Inspiration-do
you suppose God would allow these
pure prophecies to be bound up and
put in the same envelope with the
book of Job, and the book of Pealing,
and the book of Deuteronomy, ahd the
other books, if those books were not
good books?
steed the Fir* of Centuries.
Besides all this, you must remember
that the most of the writers of this
book were uneducated men. How can
you account for the fact that when
Thomas Babington Macaulay. stand'
Lug in the house of parliament In Lon-
gnificent
shermen
house,
at par-
he words
ties they have not knocked out of tiola
Bible a piece as large as the small end
of a sharp needle. OA, how the old
book sticks together! Cusauctitied
gcolegists try to pull away the book
of Genesis. They say they do not be-
lieve It it cannot be the-re was light
before the sun shone, It cannot be all
this story about Adam and Eve, and
they pull at the book of Geneals, and
they have peen pulling a great while,
yet where is the book of Geneeis/
Standing just where It stood all the
time. There is not a man on earth
who has ever erased it from his Bible.
Then all the undevout astronomers
went to work to pull away the book of
Joshua. They may: "That cannot be
true, the sun's halting above Gibson
and the moon over the valley of &ta-
lon. It cannot be possible. We must
pull that book of Joshua away." And
they pull away at it, and they pull
away at It, and yet what has become
of the book of Joshua? Like the sun
above Gibson and like the moon over
the valley of Malmo It stands still.
All the undevout anatomists and phyr-
lologists gett bold of the book of Jonah,
and they 'pull away, and they say,
"That story about Jonah and the whale
can't be true." Every infidel carries
a harpoon especially for that whale,
and they pull away at the book of Jo-
nah. But where is the book of Jonah
today? Just vrhere'lt has been all the
time-the grandest thing that was ever
written to prove that when God sends
a man to Nineveh he cannot get to Tar-
shish, If God to stop him has to upset
the Mediterranean sea with a cyclone.
litiraelms still 'Triumphant.
And so the lafidele have been trying
to pull away the miracles, pulling away
at the blasted fig tree, at the turning of
the water into wine, at the raising of
Lazarus from the dead. Can you show
me a Bible from which one of these
miracles has been erased? How mar-
velously the old book sticks together!
All the striking at these chapters only
driving them in deeper until they are
clinched on the other side with the
hammers of eternity. And the book
Is going to keep right on until the Ores
of the last day are kindled. Some of
them will begin on one side and some
on the other side of the old book. They
will not find a bundle of loose manu-
scripts easily consumed by the tire.
When the fires of the last day. are
kindled, some will burn on this side,
from Genesis toward Revelation, and
others will burn on this aide, from
Revelation toward Genesis, and In all
their way they will not find a single
chapter or a single verse out of place.
That will be the first time we can af-
ford to do without the Bible. What
will be the use of the book of Genesis,
descriptive of how the world was
made. when the world Is destroyed/
What will be the use of the prophecies
when they are all fulfilled? What will
be the use of the evangelistic or Pau-
line descrtption of Jesus Christ whet
we see him face to face? What will
be the use of his photograph when we
have met him In glory? What will be
the use of the book of Revelation,
standing, as you will, with your foot
on the glassy sea and your band on the
ringing harp and your forehead chap-
leted with eternal coronation amid the
amethystbee and 12 gated glories of
heaven? The emerald dashing its green
against the beryl and the beryl dash-
ing Its blue against the sapphire and
the sapphire throwing its light on the
jacinth sad the jacinth dashing its fir*
against the chrysoprase and you and I
standing in the chorus of 10,000 sun-
sets.
But I do not think we will give up
the Bible even at that time. I think
we will want the Bible in heaven. I
really think the fires of the Lot day
will not consume the last copy, for
when you and I get our dead children
out of the dust we want to show them
Just the passages, just the promises,
which comforted us here in the dark
day of interment, and we will want
to talk over with Christians who have
had trials and struggles, and we will
want to show them the promises that
especially refreshed us. I think we
shall have the Bible In heaven.
Oh. I want to hear David with his
own voice read, "The Lord is my shep-
herd:" I lalEnt to bear -mar was' es.
own voice read, "Thanks be unto God
that giveth us the victory;" I want to
hear the archangel play Paul's march
of the resurrection with the same trum-
pet with which be awoke the dead! 0
bleeped book, good enough for earth,
good enough for- heaven! Dear old
book-book bespattered with the blood
of martyrs who died for its defense,
book sprinkled all over with the tears
of thaw who by it \were c8mfortedi
Put it in the bands of your children on
their birthday; put it on the table in
the sitting room when you begin to
keep house, put It under your head
when you die. Dear old book! I press
It to my heart; I press it to my lips.
"Where shall I go?" said a dying
Hindoo to the Brahnittic priest to
whom he had even money to pray for
his salvation. "Where shall I go after
I die" The Brahmitic priest said,
"You will first of all go Into a holy
quadruped." "But," said the dying
Hiirdoo, "where shall I go then?"
"Then you shall go into a singing bird."
"But" said the dying Hindoo, "where
then shall I go?" "Then," said the
Brahmitic. "you will go into a beauti-
ful flower." The dying libido° threw
up his arms In an agony of solicitation
as be said, "But where shall I go last
of all?' Thank God, this Bible tell.
the Hindoo, tells you, tells me, not
where I shall go today, not where I
shall go tomorrow, not where I shall
go next year, but where I shall go last
of all!
(Copyright, 1901, by Louis Klopsch.1
Formet te Attend to It
"Herbert Spencer was told by hie
doctor 40 years ago that he had to die."
"Well, what of it?"
"Oh, all these scientists are absent-
minded men, so he has lived to be 80".
-Indianapolis Journal.
don, wanted to finish off a
sentence, be quoted from the
of Galilee, or, sitting in
wanting to finish one of his
&capita of history, he quoted
of the fishermen of Galilee? Why is it
that those uneducated men have more
Influence on modern times than all the
scholars of antiquity? Because they
were divinely inspired, because God
stood back of them. They were not
educated and seholarly. It was not
by force of rhetoric that they triumph-
ed, but today those humble fishermen,
those uneducated fishermen, wield
more influence in all our modern cities
than any 25 men living in this genera-
tion and day. They must have been
inspired. There must have been a di-
vine influence behind them and before
them and above them and within them.
Besides that, you must remember
that this hook has been under fire for
centuries, and after all the bombard-
ment of the skeptics of all the coats-
BDITOZW AWFUL PLIGHT.
F. M. Higgins, editor Seneca MI
News, was sillicted for years with pilot
that no doctor or remedy helped until
he tried Bucklen's Arnica Salve. He
writes two boxes wholly cured him It's
the surest pile cure on earth and the
best salve in the world. (Jure quarto-
heed vaaishee . bold by teed. Only 95c L L Elgin's, 0 K MENGELL, JR. & BRO COor will be MAW 50 mate) Wyly's, H. 0. Hardwick's, J. 0 Cook'sbig 
* Wanes i and Aadaree• & Fowler's drug stores. I
cu. I
SAIMAA
THE OEST1T--"ta
LIVER, KIDNEY
AND
Stomach Remedy
ON tariTle
Cotes Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Biliousness, Constip•t lo n,
Chronic Headache, Jaundice.
PalpItat , La Grippe, Female
Menstrual lroubsco, and all
other elitism*. s caused by
torpidity of the liver.
NO NAUSEA OR °SITING,
ONE FOR A DOSE.
e ---
Try a box, and you will never
be without them in your family.
PREPARED BY
The American Chemical Co„
ST. LOUIS, MO.
For Sale by L. L. Elgin
Wreath Masai Oatarrh poisons every
breath that is drawn into the langs.
There is procurable from any druggist
She remedy for the oars of this trouble.
• small quantity of Ely's Oream Hahn
placed into the nostrils spreads over an
Inflamed and angry mime, relieving
betmediseely the painful inflammation,
Meares, beak and oars". A oold in the
Tort.
WANTED
.. WALNUT ..
LOOS,
LunBER,
TREES.
Address,
LdigiritiTY, KY.
EVANS
Calls Sprcial Term Of
United states Court.
Now Famous Buckner
Case To Be Heard
Again
--July 2.
Judge Evans has called a special
term of the United States court at
Owensbero for July 2. He does not stste
why the term was called, but instructed
Mr. Lindi•ey, Olerk of the court, to be
sure and not have anybody on the jury
that was on the jury that heard the se
lion of Buckner et Ote , of Hopkinaville.
against the Merchants Insurance Oom-
patty, Newt, N. J , says the Owens-
boro Messenger. This is a snit by the
plaintiffs for damages because of an al-
leged libelous letter written and circu-
lated by the insurance company ooucer
ing the plaintiff'. 1 he case had one trial
in the court, resulting in a verdict in
favor of the plaintiffs for $8,000. The
defendant got a hew hearing, and at
the recent term of court a comprom,se
wre. made aud the jury returned a ver-
dict swordtail; to the terms of the com-
promise for $1,500. The company filed
a inotiuu last week to have the verdict
and judgettient *et aside on the grounds
that the attorneys for the company had
no right or authot illy to make tbe corn
promise. It is supposed tbat the bear
tag of this motion is one of the matters
to be heard by the court
The following is the official call made
by Judge Evans:
Thomas Speed, Req , Clerk of U S.
Circuit °owl, Owensboro Division-
Dear Sir: It is ordered that a spicial
term of said court be held for said di-
vision at Uweneboro, Kentucky, on
Monday, July 2, lii00. Yon will cause
notice hereof to be given by posting a
copy of this coder on the front door of
the court MOM V.- here raid court online
rily holds its sessions, and byjpublishiug
the same in one or more newsmen in
the city of Owensboro Kentucky.
(Sived •
WALTER EVANS, Judge.
The jury was drawn from the box
Wednesday afternoon by Jury Oommis•
stoner Cruse acid ()lea Lindsey, and the
list will he turned over to the Unittd
Staten marshal at onoe.
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This preparation stands unequaled as
a complexion beautifier. Removes
freckles, tan, pimples and unnatural
redness of face and hands. Littell's
Liquid Sulphur Ointment le entirely
free _from poisons and disagreeable
odors. Littell's Liquid Salphpr Oint-
ment is an invaluable remedy in the
treatment of all skin diseases, open
sores, chafed parts, burns, scalds and is
especially roommended for use after
shaving. It is soothing, antiseptic and
healing. For sale by Anderson &
Fowler, druggists, Hotel Latham. wit
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NONNI TO WAN-On good real
estate securty. Apply to Hunter Wood
POSTAL RULING.
A new postal ruling that recently
wept into effect is that persons who
through narelessnees or from any other
reason, take mail from the Milne that
prolongs to another, and who rt -
turn the same, are liable to a floe of
$500 or one year's Imprisonment. This
applies; to newstaperrs that' taken from
the poen 171-e as well as other mail mat-
ter.
TWO FARM- FOR SALE
• 
We have in our; hande for ealetwo
South Ohristian farms cheap and on
reasonable terms
I. A farm near Beverly, Kentneky
containing S65 acres, with comfortabl
improvements. Same farm on which
R. T. Moore resides anti which former-
ly belonged to him
2. A farm near (iarrettaborg. Ky ,
containing Ill sores--fair improve-
ments-good neighborhood--the T. S
Rives' farm.
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
-AIM • ••••••
MULES FOR BALE- Nice lot moles,
15lt to 16 hands, 4 to 5 yeari old, at 0
H. Layne's stable. H. Layne & (Jo
I I
-BAMBINO CATARRHAsiD HE•LIMG
OURS TOR
CATARRH
is
ELY'S
Cream Balm
Easy and pleasant
to use. convenes noinjurioes drug.
It is o ukkly absorb-
ed. Gives Relief at
ones. It Open. and
Cleanses the Nasal
pass•ges. Allays In- cow
BIND [Dation. Heals
and protects ..he Membrane. Restores the
senms Tette and /Small. Large use
cents at druggist. or by mail; Trial sls• 10
cents by men.
ELY BRUT?! RR& Mt. Warren Mt.. t'etertYork
Schools and Colleges.
••••=.04.
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Railroad secounting and typewriting. TitsIs indorsed bye!) the leading railway com-panies as the only perfect and reliable insti-tattoo of Its kind. All our graduates areaut. led to potations. Ladle, also admitted.Write for free catalog. i Fail term opens
August 15th,)
OLOBE TELEGRAPH COLLEGE.
swim-Jib Lelia/tote Ky.
VIRGINIA COLLEGE,
FOR YOUNG LADIES, Reamks, ea.
Ovens eeptember 18,1Wo. one of the leadingschools for Young Ladlea In the South. Sag-ailment buildings, all modern impress-ment.. Campus ten acres. orand mountainscenery in Valley of Ye_ famed for health
European ant American teachers. Tullcourse. Superior advantages In Art, Musicand Elocution. Etudents troni thirty Stated.For catalogues within.
II ATTIE P. HARRIS. President,imJeara Roanoke. Va.i
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YC NU PATENT
SOWN( JON invent or frapectve; idno zit
CA ALTRADE.INARK, COPYRKIIT or RENON
PROTECTION. Send model, sketelt...PbOto-for free smunlnation and advice
FREI. No RU74
fee before patent-BOOK ON PATENTS
wiT4C.A.SIIOW &CO.
Plgest Lawyers. Waste I NOTom, 0 .0 .
isosiowiripa
"The Way to Fix it,"
said the Deacon whoa planning a
chaise that couldn't break down, -is
tc make the weakest spots, strong as
the rest." This is what Joarreines
Bia.reseoirti• Proems do to the lite
man vehicle. They
teThad; Wspot, °lend :Ike'
them strong 04 tio rest Bee the Bid
Cross on the plaster-the sign of
JOHNSON £ octmosoleiIlsargareariag aissouse, mew rod&
W. T. sums, T. 5. aMuGnl
Winfree STL. Knight,
Real Estatg.
Tha season of the year when people
want to buy real estate ft at hand, and
14366 nfanacu• d 
will
adforvernIne.
we invite those who want Is buy or sell
propertydtWemt lentthisishgualtythep u bt liw excel entinto our hand" free of
charge, and will furnish prospective
customers conveyance to look at pro',
erty without cost to them. ()owe to see
us if you want to sell, it costs you noth-
ing if you fail.
We have the following Florida lands
that we will sell at low price or ex-
change for farming land in this section:
361 acres in Pasco county, lao acres in
Pagan county, 900 acres in Hernando
county and 160 acres in Hillsboro coun-
ty One of tbe above tracts is heavily
timbered with the finest yellow pine,
and another is heavily timbered with
the pine from which they make turpen-
tine. For further description, etc., see
us.
One of the most desirable houses in
the city for boarding house; centrally
located, oonveuieut to business and de-
pots, within one square of Main St.
Good farm of 160 acres, 2 miles from
Bennettetown, Ky. Good house 8
rooms, tenant house, good well, large
tobacco barn, good frame stable 38z3o
feet, 40 acres in fine timber, good level
land ALA a desirable farm, convenient
to schools and churohes and on good
road.
Nice cottage on corner of Brown • and
Broad streets., 7 room., good outbuild-
ings, cistern, etc. ()heap and on rea-
sonable terms.
For sale one of the handsomest and
most desirable residence' on lit,iutn
Main street. boatman.) lot &4300 feet,
large two story house well built and in
splendid condition, within one and a
half blocks of Baptise church on .weet
side of street This is one of the beet
and most desirable residences in the
city and will be told for lees than the
house wet SG build.
Stock of goods, store house and resi-
dence for sale at good town on L. & N.
R. R First-class paying business, nice
location, good neighborhood, chneehes
and schools convenient, residence 8
to ins, water works and modern Im-
provements, ten acres of nine ground
with reeidenoe, good reasons for selling
No. 1 residence on South Main street,
2 stories. 7 rooms, servants room, cis-
tern, good stable, fine shade tree. lot
80 by 200 feet to alley, elope to business
and very desirable.
Residence, 5 rooms, stable, carriage
house and all necessary outbuildings,
good cistern and orchard. Two acres of
land adjoining South Kentucky ()Wage,
$1,500. Will sell this place at low 'price
and on easy terms.
Elegant two story residence on cor-
ner of 14th and Oampbell street*, fronts
82,  feet on Campbell street by 185 feet
to alley, house has rooms and all ne-
°emery outbuildings, nice shade trees,
flue gar len and grape arbor.
Well improved suburban place with
16 mores of ground, honee 5 rooms, good
cistern, stable, poultry bouie, carriage
house, milk house, • Cc, everything in
good repair. Complete set of farming
implements go with the place
Good farm 223 acres, on Nashville
road, 7 miles from Hopkineville and 8
miles from Pembroke, good two-dory
brick dwelling, 6 rooms, good well, 2
large new barns, stables and grsinary.
This farm will be mold at a low price
and on easy terms.
Large two-story house and two scree
of ground fronting on first street and
running back to the river.
DB serer-of lend 6 Wiles from tOWn
near Princeton road, dwelling, two to-
bacco barns and other out buildings,
prioe IPS per acre.
Good residence on corner of Main and
ist streets, fronting 60 feet on Main by
200 feet deep. House has six moms,
good cistern, stable and necessary ouc-
h &tidings. For sale.
The Lindsay,' Mill property, embrac-
ing a burr nitil for grinding both corn
and wheat, two good residences, two
cisterns and all necessary outbuildings
and 30 acres of land, situated on Little
River, on a line between Ohristan and
Trigg counties, near Pee Dee, Ky. This
property will be sold at a IOW prize and
on reasonable terms.
Howe and lot on 17th street, in good
neighborhood and close to business,
price POO.
60 acres of fine land just outside toll-
gate on Palmyra road. $65 per sore.
Farm of 107 acres of good lend 2‘,
miles northwest of Hopkinsville, in goon
neighborhood. Land in good oondition,
good dwelling, flvo rooms, smoke house,
stables, barn. etc. A bargain at $1,f00
50 acres of rich land just outside the
city limits, well watered and fenced.
Will be sold at a bargain.
Nice house and lot on West 19th at.
Price $850.
3 tracts of land near Beenettstown,
about 300 acres; Will be converted into
2 or II tracts. Sold on easy terms.
A nice cottage on 4th St., four rooms
and kitchen, porch, good out-houses and
cistern, price POO.
Two good residence lots on Main St.
in Hopkinsville, well located. The on-
ly vacant lots on West side of Main Si,
for sale at a low price
200 acres of land between Nashville
road and L. & N. R. R. at liasky. Will
be sold at a bargain.
Elegant lot 80:200 ft. on Jesup ave-
nue. Good home with 4 large rooms, 3
purohes, cistern outbuiloingit, shade
and front trees, Price $1,400.
An elegant farm of 118 acrea of laud, ;
on good public road, in ODA Of the best
neighborhoods in South Ohnetisn, con-
venteut to postollice, schools and
churches, ii) a high state of cultivation,
good dwellutg rooms stud hall, one
large tobacco barn, good stables and
oow houses, 2 new cabins, smoke house,
hen house, buggy house, new wire
fence, nice young orchard, grapes), nap-
berries and strawberries, plenty of wa-
ter, very desirable, will be *old, cheap
and OD May terms.
Some beautiful vacant iota on Walnat
street.
4C0 acre,: of dolltoblc Lumieg land in
Montgomery county, Teun., heavily
timbered, 10 miles from Howell. Ky.
Price $5 00 per acre.
Flue farm of 2S6 acres in neighbor.
hood of Howell, Ky., at a great bargain.
Good farm of 265 acres of laud in one
rails of Howell, Ky.
155 scree of land near Clarksville
pike, 8 miles from Hopkinsville. $45
per acre. Very desireable.
Good 300 acre farm close to Montgom-
ery, Trigg county, Ky. 2 dwellings, toe
house, barn, stables, good outbuildings,8 ponds, young orchard, 50 acres at um-
ber. Very desirable farm and well
located at a bargain.
Very desirable suburban residence,
house two stories, 8 rooms, new amid 111good repair, about 7 acres of land, just
°Weide the city lm Hs on one of the beet
elreets.
A Woe residence at Oasky, Ky. Loo
of 10 sores, six room cottage and twt
room cffies in yard ;good servants house,
large good ice house, large stable and
carriage house and all necessary out
buildings; splendid shade and fruit
trees, never failing well, good cistern;
convenient to der*, school and church;
5 miles , from H svWe with good
pike nearly the ;MI dbtanoe. Splen-
did location for a deteor.
New 5 room house and lots on leth
street, good cistern, stable and all ne-
cessary outbuildings. Pries for both
$1,000.
BROL ER BOALW REPORT.
_—
prom Friday's daily
The market °Pow quint and easy this
week and was trety brew,: through-
out the sale, leaf boss full half °eat
lower on all grades, while lugs sold
fan',steady, with larger timings that.
for t he pee mom's.
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Liquid Sulphur Soap reduces
to a minimum the danger of contracting
contagious diocese. For the toilet and
bath it is without an equal. Is is rapid-
ly acquiring first place in the favor of
all who use it as an incomparable shay
ing soap. 10 Oenta. For sale by An.
damn & Fowler, druggists, Hotel La
them wit
MARRIED
Promisent Young Trigg i.swisty People
'Inited—A Reception
'a
Mr. John A Haydon, of Weibull',
and Miss Laura Larkins were married
yesterday afternoon at the bride's boas
near Wring, Rey. L. W. Browder, of
Cerulean, performing the ceremony. A
reception followed the marriage Mr.
Haydon and him bride will live at the
home of the groom's mother n, an We!-
Ionia
Mr. Haydon is a son of the late Hon.
W. C. Haydoo, and is one of the wealth-
iest and moat prominent young fanners
of Trigg oeunty. Miss Larkins is a des-
gliter of Hoerr Larkins, dereased, and
is one of Trigg'a fairest daughters
Sulphur is kuo Rn to the medical put-
feesion as an invaluable therapeutic
agent in all blood and akin diseases.
Lintel's Liquid Sulphur is a clear solu-
tion of Dissolved Sulphur with all its
medicinal and hygienic qualities retain-
ed. Litton's Liquid Sdlphur Remedies
will cure any skin disease on earth.
Stops Itching Instantly, whether caused
from Prickly Heat, Hives, Nettle Bask,
Poison Ivy, Bite, Sting or the mos$ ag-
gravated case of skin disease. For sale
by Anderson & Fowler, druggists, Ho-
tel Latham. wit
SEBREE CAMP.MEETINO.
The time for holding the Sebree camp
meeting was decided upon by the Board
of Managers at a meeting held day be-
fore yesterday.
The date fixed upon is Wednesday,
August 1st, and the meeting will con-
Sinus ten days.
This will be the first camp-meeting
held for about four years, as the last
pastor of the Sebree Meeliodis4 church,
Rev. W. W Kiser, was bitterly opposed
to them.
The Sebree camp-meetings are always
attended by large crowds.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Jr
HUNTER WOOD & SON
Attorneys.at-Law.
Office in Hopper Block, up 'fairs over
Planters Bank.
HOPED( EIVILLE. : IKKNTIJ OK Y
Special attention to
cases in bankruptcy.
Cesteopat.ls.zr.
All curable dimares sumessfully treated
without the um of drugs or Waite.
Joh E. Oldham, D. O.; Mrs. L4.114'111. Old.
barn, D. 0.; Mrs. Joule R. D 0..
graduates American School of Osteopathy.
Kirksville, Mo Corner 10.1 and Libett 
street.. No. 611. Golan nation and 'imagina-
tion free
DOUGLAS BELL,
Attorney-at-Law.
OFFI0E-Up-etairs in Summers
Building.
R. F. McDANIEL, M. D.
Physician anda,Surgeon,
Unice McDaniel Building,
opp Ootirt House.
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denote.
Sew oor
10 Anima. cured as home with-MI and whiskey IMMOoat= book of laMt riDe. a N. WOOLLEY9.. Onion. 104 ? orth Pryor dig
.._
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817 lsotorymioottagems feeont, 
fiyob
mooliOamp:
sitting room, dining room, Meehan look
spwalellnsdalididdrzeoorellar Ificislesefztzaith bobrkituas.
meat house, keigildtg house and servant
6 per cent. intent!' on deferred pay.
Insorooeuribeda. ndromumf oat
i
potzoitesI a,mzern flrromolmaillinra dl
house. TEHMS-Oss third cash, bel-
anoe in four equal annual payments,
sewtirg roam, on second floor; eke
-„
"-tRADIraln7f-3An elegant farm of 160 acres on On x riATENTS PUMPthe corr bunsMlli Road 4 miles from Hopkinrrille;
will improved, good dwelling, 6 fOOMB,
stables, granary, corn and all necessaryout houses; first class land in fine con-dition.
Losers
4. MOMWieram & Kilos?.
Book "Howie
ADVICE AS FREE
Notice in "11
alioripaa mesdames. 111•6•111 lessee:ed.
Addres,sb.
Ye we* Makes Is bill Si ems, sad ei
wag West doe mem Always ass bet
ester - est Irma. bat has. II le MN la on
mesa with Sass ad glees, sod. se Imre s vim
Wass. Imes, se isles seas
Gail Dept Wolin Powiat
Disesivs s ssefisessehe is Si issa were sed
week ststealy4 pheair iliolet.#1..."hse elm ebb t Is,, • divisor Nut win mow the
wawa rem eff SaL Oahe* tete reeeepessis be-
im. Mew rett will lime MOO pagehell stem
as/ Was.
te_vaam tar.
SS 4S VISISIS
nig a. IL IANIMAINI INDISPAIIN
*ewe% scums. is.. rues. baesa
M.H. TANDY. A. H. 110/LIal.
SHIP YOUR TOBACCO TO
=.60.1cles,
THE GROWERS' WAREHOUSE.
Oor. 14th and Campbell Ste.
HOPKINSTILLE, KENTUCKY.
We will get tor you the highest market
prices, and your business will receive our
Prompt attention.
Oar Charges S2 50 per lionbead, Ns Cmoduam.
Liberal Advances to Roliable Parties.
Four Months Storage Free.
 4
W. G. WHJSZLIBit. W. H. FAXON.
Wheeler & Faxon
Tobacco' Warehousemen,
Special Attention Paid to lispeeiles and Sale of
Tobaccos.Fitt proof warehouse Cot. Seventh and R. R. Ste
Opp. Crescent Mills.
Liberal Advisees es ta. ALL 'rebate.' Mat Us Car
lasaramee.
HOPYINSVILLE. KENTUCKY.
Come to the
ew Store
Where you will find more
• Pretty New Goods than
you have seen in Hopkins-
ville for many years and
at prices so low that it
will astonish you.
Watts, Rittards it Co.
S. Main St., Hopkinsville. Look for The Blue Frost
Longfellow mold take a worthiest IMO Id popes
and write a poem on it and make is war* owiste—
Rockefellow con wet* a few words os a piece of
paper and make it worth $6,000,000-
That's Capital.
Uncle Liam ems lake ea mace and seamier of gold
of gold and stamp apes lees eagle bird and make It worth PO
That' Money.
A lifeChaDie can take material worth $6 and
A Woman eon pereleme a hat for elserhui pm-
fere one that comes moo-
That's Foolishness.
A Digger works tee boars a day and handles revival
tons of earth for $1.25-
The Writer amid Irrthe a aback tor $80,000,000
but it would not to wee* a omit—
Sole Agents We are the sole ogees. in the city of
Hopklarrille ter the °deb:mod Eagle Hats sad Orosseses Roe
ell and $5.50 shoe—
There are Some who may bell yea they hamjust as Froggy dor m so— "
111340"Ditte Setae saerobanth may say they have
the most ap•Modate bath— .
That's a Mistake.
Good Dressbre The dreary abe• know the 'atria
see worth of our oho**, Somalseesed Pie truth by expert-
mem, some by harem, : Mit they have all osu4k1 on We are
eaMiing to the popsies, seatimeat this sprine, the beet goods
for a Meth prim Messeethee yea are not paying advance
when Wading with as—
That's Common Sense.
J. T. WALL & CO.
0037-keeping
tvenntai1,0
'51.0R-hand:
Tfrpsurriltirg,
TeTtgrap,
lentigr
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NIP' a iv a • sperieamil emelt, .s, eseel ens a ageetallst table Ilse. Orseesats
this school arreerererr illbw:leststseeetheases. Meets age•liter seamed'
than ours, hat laelle that sae offer our taetithies.
4
TWO KINDS OF FURNITURE
One torapHOW and the other for WEAR. W.
combine thrtwo by adopting the most graceful and
artistic styles to articles of every use. Hence our
Furniture is always artistic as well as durable. Ow
Undertaking Department is up-to-date in every par
ticular.
Kitchen Wailer.
MAIN ST.. 110PK1NSVILLE, KY.
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